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ABSTRACT
THE IDENTIFYING, EQUIPPING, AND SENDING
OF LAY PERSONS TO LEAD A MULTI-SITE CHURCH
by
Kenneth Jeffrey Nash
The purpose of this study was to develop a process in order to help identify,
equip, and send laypersons from within Cornerstone United Methodist Church to become
campus pastors ofmulti-site campuses. Four churches doing a similar form ofministry,
located around the Midwestern United States, shared their insights and experiences for
the purpose of this research. The study was an exploratory, multiple case study project in
order to discover the best practices for identifying, training, and sending a campus pastor
from within the laity.
The literature review revealed the importance of a ministry utilizing the strengths
of the laity for ministry in reaching the world for Jesus Christ. Through the utilization of
semi-structured interviews, on-site data collection, and comparison of documents offered
from the study churches, a systematic process emerged to help guide a ministry willing to
identify, train, and send a layperson to be the campus pastor. The multi-site training
process included the following steps: (1) Church leadership invites laity to discern if they
are being called to fill the role of campus pastor; (2) leadership filters those who respond
through the 5-C criteria (character, chemistry, competency, calling, commitment); (3)
incubation period (training) begins; (4) newly selected campus pastor prays for multi-site
location and invites others in congregation to join a launch team; (5) launch date is set
nine to twelve months from incubation start; (6) campus pastor receives additional
pastoral and theological training from inside and outside of the church on a case-by-case
basis; (7) benchmarks and other expectations are set with the leadership; and (8) new
multi-site is launched with accountability system between sending church leaders and
campus pastor in place.
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CHAPTER 1
PROBLEM
Introduction
Over the past several years, an organic conversation has been occurring among
many of the leaders at Cornerstone United Methodist Church in Grand Rapids, Michigan.
In 2009, we completed an 11.3 million dollar buildmg project with no definitive plan for
a phase two. Our rationale for this phase-one-only approach came in the form of a multi-
site conversation that was taking place in our midst.
For over two decades. Cornerstone United Methodist Church (UMC) has had a
steady growth of attendees and is now averaging well over two thousand in worship each
weekend. However, with an increased awareness of unstable gas prices, shrinking
budgets, and a noticeable cultural shift toward people's desire to remain in their local
community, we came to realize that our current ability to draw people within a thirty-mile
radius is not a wise long-term assumption. Therefore, we began asking ifwe were
capable of reproducing our ministry in surrounding communities.
As we researched the muld-site approach to ministry, we quickly discovered that
we were not the first to ask this question. The best estimates place the number of
churches reaching out in this manner somewhere in the several thousand range with
predictions that the number could possibly reach thirty thousand churches in the next
several years (Surratt, Ligon, and Bird, Multi-Site Church Revolution, 1 1 ). Gregg Allison
put meaning to those numbers by stating that the multi-site structure is a way of
"managing responsible church growth." This increase reflects today's attempt to offer
effective ministry in a more collaborative manner.
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As our leadership teams discussed the \ arious communities in the greater West
Michigan area that could potentially be reached through this form ofministry, a palpable
energy continued to grow . Through our initial study, we found one consistent theme
summarized by Pastor Joe Stowell, "If you don't get the right person as your campus
pastor, you can just forget it" (qtd. in McConnell 92). However, as we identified several
potential campus pastors w ithin our congregation, we quickly realized that we were not
equipped at a systematic le\ el to train and send these individuals to lead a multi-site
ministry. To that point in ministry, our focus had been on drawing people to our church
building instead of sending them out to reproduce other ministries around the community.
Furthermore, three of the leading researchers confirmed our concern as they discussed the
identification and training of the campus pastor as the "paramount factor" toward the
production of a healthy multi-site ministry. They argue that when campus pastors are sent
from within the congregation, they are more likely to carry on the vision of the sending
church (Surratt, Ligon, and Bird, Multi-Site Church Roadtrip 231). These types of
statements gave us reason to pause in order to ascertain first the best training methods for
our potential lay campus pastors.
Purpose
The purpose of the research was to develop a process in order to help identify,
equip, and send laypersons within the church to become campus pastors of multi-site
churches.
Research Questions
Research questions serve as a guide to provide the essential tools necessary
throughout the course of a study. In order to accomplish the purpose statement, the
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research questions gathered data from four churches that had each identified, trained, and
sent the campus pastor from w ithin their congregations. Through these criteria, the
following three questions were used to direct this study.
Research Question #1
What are the characteristics of an effective campus pastor among the participating
churches?
Research Question #2
What IS an effective process for training a lay campus pastor?
Research Question #3
What are the necessary criteria to help guide a lay campus pastor through the
launching process?
Definition of Terms
The multi-site model has been defined in various ways depending on its context
ofministry. Therefore, I have identified the key words needing clarification so that the
intended meaning of this research project might better be conveyed. The following are
the primary terms.
Multi-Site Ministry
Lyle E. Schaller defines multi-site ministry as one church that meets in multiple
locations. Each site shares the same vision, governance, finance, and general resources
with the central campus; however, it has the freedom to contextualize its ministry in order
to reach the community in which it is planted more effectively (176).
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Campus Pastor (CP)
Throughout this study, the lay campus pastor is defined as both the primary leader
and teacher at the site. Unlike the many multi-site ministries around North America who
are using the video venue approach for the teachmg role, the CP teaches live at the site.
Mark Batterson, lead pastor of National Community Church, suggests that the key to a
healthy multi-site is to have a great campus pastor who is gifted and "yet doesn't have to
be in that lead pastor capacity" (qtd. m McConnell 93). The CP, as defined by this
research, w ill be the primary teacher and leader at the site under the authority of the
central campus lead team and will need to have significant skills and gifts in order to
accomplish the tasks.
Ministry Pre-Intervention
The intent of this research project was to create a healthy multi-site ministry
training system for laypersons that will enable them to become campus pastors. Through
a developed evaluative tool, the laypersons will be identified and equipped for leadership
and oversight of a campus. When all criteria are met by the campus pastor in training, the
person will be launched into leading a site.
In order to achieve these stated intenfions, a pre-intervention method of research
was developed to meet these criteria. The study was conducted through an exploratory,
qualitative, multi-case study method of research of four large churches throughout North
America. Each of the churches was intendonal in the identification, training, and sending
of their laypersons in order to plant multi-site campuses. The data was collected over a
period of one month and consisted of semi-structured interviews with the lead pastor,
campus pastor(s), overseer of the training program, and any other church leader
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recognized as relevant to the study. In addition, extensive field notes were taken through
participant-observation methodology.
The results of the research were then evaluated and synthesized into a set of
guidelines that can be used by any Protestant church within the Midwestern United States
with an average attendance of five hundred or more. Though transferrable, this research
was developed for Cornerstone United Methodist Church in Grand Rapids, Michigan.
Context
The research occurred within the United States in metropolitan and suburban
areas. The discoveries found in this project will continue to be evaluated and tested in
years to come by the Cornerstone United Methodist Church for the greater good of the
West Michigan Conference of the United Methodist church and/or any other
congregation that fit the previously stated criteria.
Methodology
This project developed according to a research design of a qualitative exploratory
case study method in order to help a congregation to identify, train, and send one of its
laypersons to launch a multi-site ministry as the campus pastor. Within the context of this
study, I identified four large churches throughout the United States. Each of the churches'
methods for the training and sending of the campus pastor into a multi-site ministry was
studied through participant-observer and semi-structured-interview approaches.
Participants
Each participant was strategically chosen according to the established criteria. I
initially identified each church through a reference in a book, a Web search, or through
expert recommendations. After discovering churches that had multi-sites with evidence
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of Hve teaching as opposed to a \ ideo venue approach, I called to inquire further about
their multi-site strategy. The first sifting question regarded how they originally
discovered their campus pastor. If a church hired the person from outside of the church, I
did not ask that church to participate in this research. Only churches that chose their
campus pastors from within their congregations participated in the research.
The research focused on the Protestant church population. Only churches that had
a multi-site ministry for five or more years and had a combined weekend worship
attendance of fi\ e hundred or more participated in this project. Furthermore, while much
can be learned from failure, in order to compare and contrast effective training programs,
only multi-sites that are currently growing in attendance, membership, and/or professions
of faith participated.
Instrumentation
Several instruments assisted the qualitative case study research. According to
Michael Quinn Patton, in qualitative research "the researcher is the instrument" (14).
Therefore, I took extensive field notes throughout the visit to each site. In addifion, the
semi-structured interview approach utilized three instruments: The CP traits interview,
which tested for the necessary traits in the campus pastor, the CP training interview,
which tested for the training method of the church, and the CP readiness interview, which
tested for the CPs' readiness to lead a multi-site ministry.
Data Collection
The project collected data through extensive field notes and semi-structured
interviews over a period of one month. Each week, one of the four churches was
examined through a series of three categories of questions. The interviews occurred at
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each site. I recorded each and wrote the interviews into manuscript form for the necessary
analysis to occur.
Data Analysis
The research data was analyzed through a qualitative, exploratory, case study
method. First, 1 read each manuscript multiple times, beginning with the CP traits
interview, then the CP training interview, and concluding with the CP readiness
interview. Second, patterns of themes, key words and concepts were identified and
compared with the participant-observer field notes. Third, each theme, key word and
concept was categorized and further analyzed through a comparative analysis.
Generalizability
While an initial glance at the research appears to reveal broad parameters for
application of this study, it is actually quite limited in its scope. This research was
designed to inform churches in the Protestant branch ofChristianity that desire to launch
a muld-site campus with laypersons discovered from within its personal ministry.
Through the study of four churches, the findings can only apply to ministries that fit
within the scope and size of the churches researched. The churches I selected were not
random but were strategically chosen for the purposes of this study. Therefore, the
potential for bias in the study existed in part. This study occurred within the Midwestern
United States; thus, the findings are not intended for use intemadonally. This research
can be generalized to churches located in urban and suburban locations throughout the
United States who have an average worship attendance of five hundred or more.
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Theological Foundation
Sifting this research through a theological framework re\ eals the significant
recurrence of God"s people being equipped for a mission and then sent to accomplish it.
From the opening chapter of Scripture through the launching of the church into the world,
the common thread of training and sending can be observed throughout God's Word.
Equipping and Sending in and beyond the Garden
In the beginning, God revealed a critical aspect of his heart's desire�to equip and
to send. God chose to bless Adam and Eve and to call them to be fruitful and to multiply
(Gen. 1:28). They were equipped through the blessing to procreate and were sent to
multiply as a people throughout the land.
Following the Great Flood, God once again blessed humanity and said,
"Multiply" (Gen. 9:1, NRSV). Regardless of humanity's failure in those early years, God
yet desired to equip and to send the people beyond their current reality. In subsequent
years, when they became reluctant to cover the face of the earth, God went to drastic
measures of language alteration with far-reaching consequences to be sure humanity
would continue the pattern of being scattered abroad (Gen. 1 1 :8).
Equipping and Sending to Establish and Ensure the Hebrew Covenant
In the calling ofAbram, the first word spoken to him by the Lord was "Go,"
(Gen. 12:1). In an intense act of obedience, Abram journeyed by faith, trusting that the
equipping promises of, "I will show you," and, "1 will bless you" (Gen. 12:2), would
occur. With each step further on his Fertile Crescent journey toward the Promised Land,
Abram believed that those who walk by faith could be ensured the proper equipping as
needed.
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Generations later, God's equipping promises were put to a critical test follow ing
o\ er four centuries of the Hebrew enslavement in Hgypt. God heard their cry and said to
Moses, "I w ill send you to Pharaoh" (Hxod. 3:10), and, in spite of Moses' insecurity, God
equipped Moses with God's presence (3:12), a vision (3:12), words to speak (4: 12), and a
staff of power (4: 1 7). Not only can one observe evidence ofGod's passion to send but
also a clear desire to equip.
Equipping and Sending of Israel to the World
Though disobedient and rebellious on many occasions, the children of God
eventually experienced the fulfillment of the Abrahamic covenant promise through
becoming a mighty nation. As Isaiah proclaimed the words, later quoted by Christ, "the
Lord has sent me to bring good news to the oppressed. . ." (Isa. 61:1), the stage was set for
Israel to become the first missionary nation for the Lord. However, this objective was not
as easy as one would assume. God had to equip Israel through the coaching voices of
many prophets, through the tough love of captivity, and ultimately through the example
of Christ in the Incarnation.
Equipping and Sending of Christ
During his private and public ministry, Jesus became the epitome of being
equipped and sent for a mission from the Father. Shortly before his crucifixion, Jesus
made this concept clear to his disciples, saying, "I have not spoken on my own, but the
Father, who sent me, has himself given me a commandment about what to say" (John
12:49). This example was the pattern throughout his life. As a twelve-year-old in the
Temple, the teachers of the law were "amazed" (Luke 2:47) as Jesus had obviously been
trained in a manner that was yet to be discovered by the world.
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Equipping and Sending of the Disciples
The art of equipping and sending was modeled throughout Christ's ministry. In
Mark 3:14, Jesus called his disciples to "be" w ith him and then, after being trained by
him, "to be sent out" to do the work ofmission. Jesus spent three years with them,
modeling, educating, and training. He continued to equip them by sending them out in
pairs to encounter spiritual warfare (Mark 6:7) and often having private conversations of
debrief following a time of public ministry (Mark 4: 10; Luke 9: 1 8; John 1 1 :54).
Nevertheless, Jesus' ministry would be incomplete if he did not evenmally send them.
Following his Resurrection, Jesus' mission clearly shifted toward his ultimate
goal as he said, "As the father has sent me, so I send you" (John 20:21). The mission of
God is clear�believers are equipped and sent to equip and send others. Hence, in this
concept, the newly birthed church found part of its calling.
Equipping and Sending of the Church
One of the clearest purpose statements of this mission in the early Church is found
in Ephesians. Those who have been established in leadership are to "equip the saints for
the work ofministry. . ." (Eph. 4: 12). After this training has occurred, people are to be
sent out to plant other churches throughout the world. One example of this model
occurred in the church in Antioch. In Acts 13:3. the leaders gathered around Barnabas
and Saul and laid hands on them and sent them out from their midst. Paul (formerly Saul)
later continued this pattern with people such as Titus and Timothy (Tit. 1 :5; 1 Tim. 1:18)
as he trained them and expected them to carry on the ministry in his absence (2 Tim. 2:2);
through this concept, Paul established one of the first examples of the priesthood of all
believers (1 Pet. 2:5).
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Equipping and sending laity has been a model for multiplying a ministry
throughout the story of God. This pattern yields healthy spiritual fruit and should thus be
emulated in the modem church. Throughout this research project, this biblical model
remained an inspiring guide for the task of identifying, equipping, and sending laypersons
for the role of campus pastor.
Overview
Chapter 2 establishes the foundational review of literature in the areas of
identifying, equipping, and sending of a campus pastor into a multi-site ministry.
Chapter 3 presents the methodology of this research. Chapter 4 reports the findings of the
study. Chapter 5 provides analysis of the results and a discussion of the study as a whole.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE
Introduction
In 2010, Leadership Network conducted extensive nationwide research on multi-
site ministry. Their findings reveal that what started as a solution to an overcrowding
problem with a few churches has become the new normal. They discovered the
following: (1) Over five million people attend a multi-site campus each week in North
America; (2) multi-site churches now outnumber megachurches; (3) two-thirds ofmulti-
sites are denominational; (4) in-person teaching is utilized more than video; (5) the
average size of a church launching a multi-site ministry is 850; (6) the average attendance
of a campus is 361; and, (7) multi-site campuses have a 90 percent success rate
(Tomberlin).
While conceivable to question whether multi-site ministry is simply the current
fad in Christendom to sweep the United States, these statistics and the research in this
chapter suggest a substantial foundation for longevity. Only the narrative of history will
ultimately give the answer. Regardless, Cornerstone United Methodist Church is in the
process of preparing to embark on this multi-site approach to ministry. As Cornerstone
has studied the trends among the recent generations, the church has found that many
people long for authentic and intimate community (Scott 337). Through findings such as
these, the church has come to believe that raising up indigenous leaders to plant
campuses within the surrounding communities will best meet that need in the future.
Cornerstone must discover the best methods for training and sending laypersons.
Therefore, the purpose of this research was to develop a set of guidelines in order to
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identify, equip, and send persons withm the church each to become campus pastors of
multi-site campuses.
The research offered in this chapter is categorized into five sections. Since the
study of lay campus pastors revolves around the multi-site phenomenon, a basic historical
and theological overv iew of the movement is presented first. The question of laity leading
a campus ministry is considered next. The traits necessary to lead a campus is the third
aspect to this chapter. Fourthly, the critical steps of training and sending the lay campus
pastor are systematically presented, while the final section of this chapter concludes with
the research design to accomplish the stated goals.
Theological and Historical Overview of the Multi-Site Movement
A multi-site church is one church meeting in multiple locations�different rooms
on the same campus, different locations in the same region, or, in some instances,
different cities, states, or nations. A multi-site church shares a common vision, budget,
leadership, and board (Tomberlin). The concept of multi-site church is analogous to
modem banks where branches exist at different locations but all belong to one bank and
carry its name (Schaller 174-75). From his dissertation research. Kings H. Lee ascertains,
"The increase of multi-site churches reflects today's attempts to offer relevance, quality
and choices with fewer resources utilized" (2). At its core, the multi-site church has a
desire to share common resources, similar to that of the early Church, for expanding
ministry beyond its current reach.
Not everyone agrees with the legitimacy of the multi-site approach. Grant Gaines
states that the word church, translated from the Greek word ecclesia, literally means
assembly; therefore, he argues that multi-site ministry splinters the essence of assembly
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and should not be implemented as a strategy for evangelism and church growth.
Furthermore, Gaines contends that Luke's use of the phrase epi to auto in Acts 2:44 can
only be translated as "in the same place," which, consequently, debunks the proponents'
theory that the early Church had a multi-site approach to ministry.
Thomas White and John M. Yeats further the argument by stating that the
e\ idence points to the early Church solely gathering in large spaces for worship and
smaller spaces simply to eat and fellowship (176). Eilat Mazar's work supports their
claim. Solomon's Porch, referred to in Acts 5: 12 as a single gathering place for all, was
1,509 feet, which is comparable to five football fields in length (27). A surface reading of
these arguments appear to reveal that the early Church was far from what they have come
to know as the multi-site church of today; however, a deeper look offers contrary
evidence. For example Acts 5: 16, just four verses after the Solomon's Portico gathering,
states, "A great number of people would also [emphasis mine] gather from the towns
around Jerusalem, bringing the sick and those tormented by unclean spirits, and they
were all cured." These additional gatherings appear to be more than fellowship through
the breaking of bread.
Furthermore, contextualizing the word ecclesia reveals more than just assembly in
a single location. It is used in a variety ofmanners: in several meetings of Christians in
houses (Acts 12:12), the church in a city (1 Cor. 1:1-2; 1 Thess. 1:1), all the believers in a
region (Acts 9:31), the universal Church (1 Cor. 10:32), and even the saints already in
heaven (Heb. 12:23). Additionally, in Acts 8:1, ecclesia cannot be understood as an
assembly because the church was clearly scattered due to intense persecution. Defining
the word ecclesia as solely meaning assembly commits a lexical error. Frederick W.
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Danker, Walter Bauer, and William Amdt agree. They define ecclesia as "the
congregation or church as the totality of Christians living and meeting in a particular
locality or larger geographical area, but not necessarily limited to one meeting place"
(304). While its simple translation is assembly, the evidence does incorporate its
definition as a w ider scope.
To grasp the richness of the word, the origin and historical development of
ecclesia must also be considered. Its usage was first discovered in the fifth-century BC,
referring specifically to a democrafic political gathering in which governmental and
judicial decisions were made (Kittle and Bromiley 291 ). In the Septuagint, the third-
century BC Greek translation of the Old Testament, the term is found nearly one hundred
times. It is used exclusively for the Hebrew word qahal, which refers to an assembly
gathering "for a specific purpose" (292-93). One case is the assembling of the people of
Israel before the Lord at Mt. Sinai for the purpose of understanding the laws of Yahweh
(Deut. 9:10).
In the first-century AD, the understanding of ecclesia further developed
hermeneutically. While in Acts 7:38 and 19:39 the term is used in the classical sense of
one assembly of people, in 1 Thessalonians 2:14 the term is used by the Apostle Paul to
describe a number of congregations that shared a unity because of their common bond in
Christ Jesus (Saucy 15-16). George E. Ladd addidonally studied the Pauline use of the
word and makes the following observation:
The local church is not part of the Church but is the Church in its local
expression. This means that the whole power of Christ is available to
every local congregafion, that each congregation funcfions in its
community as the universal Church fiinctions in the world as a whole, and
that the local congregafion is no isolated group but stands in a state of
solidarity with the Church as a whole regardless of locafion. (537)
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Pastor J. D. Greear agrees w ith Ladd that w hile the church as an assembly is a much-
needed function, the essence of the local church is that of a covenant people m any
number of settings mo\ ing together tow ard a commonly en\ isioned goal. Multi-site
ministry has this very concept of unity and expanded purpose in mind, and its leaders
make a co\ enant agreement to do ministry together while remaining in their local
contexts.
Additional opponents of the multi-site movement disagree with the idea that
campuses are in a healthy covenant relationship. Their observation is that the sending
church controls the other campuses, taking away their autonomy and overall decision
making ability (White and Yeats 13, 42, 81, 83-85, 103, 152-59 199, 203; Harrison,
Cheyney, 0\ erstreet. Towns, and Stetzer 80). They believe that structure creates "mini-
denominations," which negate local church autonomy (White and Yeats 189-90). In
addition, they argue that any church worshipping in more than one location is likely to
lose the koinonia fellowship characteristic of the church in the book of Acts (80).
Consequently, Bobby Jamieson adds that scripturally the Church finds no court of appeal
higher than the local congregation; thus, "to set up any authority above the local
congregation is to go beyond Scripture and remove the local congregation its Christ-
given prerogatives" (2). To counteract these arguments, one needs to look no further than
the ministry of Paul.
The Apostle Paul and Multi-Site Ministry
While some have traditionally labeled the Apostle Paul as a church planter
(Drummond; Threadcraft), through further study, one could argue that his churches
actually carry more of the traits of a multi-site ministry. When viewing Paul through the
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lens of being the sending campus' lead pastor, with a vision for connecting the churches
and together reaching people (as far east as Jerusalem, north into Macedonia, and west
into Rome), w ith much of the acti\ ity of those churches filtering back through him, his
ministry is quite comparable to today's multi-site ministry. Further traits such as an
interconnectedness, a contextualized decision-making freedom, and a koinonia fellowship
among Paul's churches are similar parallels.
In Acts 1 1, during the famine under Claudius' reign, the churches supported one
another by sending funds "through Barnabas and Paul" (Acts 1 1 :30). In 2 Corinthians 8-
9, the Macedonian churches are, likewise, seen financially supporting the Jerusalem
church described in Acts 15. Titus was sent to Crete to identify elders in every town
while remaining connected to Paul's further instruction (Tit. 1 :5). In similar fashion,
Priscilla and Aquila were appointed to remain in Ephesus (Acts 18:19). A short time
later, they can be seen protecting Paul's theological teachings through the correction of
Apollos' understanding of baptism (Acts 18:24-25). Once theologically equipped,
Apollos was then sent to lead in Achaia (Acts 18:27-28).
While Paul, and any other lead pastor, can be perceived as a dictator, his
leadership is more likely an answer to Jesus' prayer in John 17 for unity. Paul connected
and instructed the churches in Rome, Corinth, Galatia, Ephesus, Philippi, Colossae, and
Thessalonica. While writing to Corinth, Paul referred to Ephesus (I Cor. 16:8), and
concerning financial offerings he used the example of Galatia ( 1 Cor. 16:1). In his words
to Philippi, he mentioned his time in Thessalonica (Phil. 4:16). Writing to Thessalonica,
he talked about his struggles in Phillippi ( 1 Thess. 2:2). In Ephesus, he shared his desire
to get to Rome (Acts 19:21). Then, when Paul returned to Antioch, he called the ecclesia
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together and shared all that God had done through the other churches (Acts 14:27). Each
of these ministries had a common link for ministry through Paul.
This interdependent pattern continued as Paul tramed and sent Timothy likewise
to train and send other faithful people (2 Tim. 2:2). John E. Toews, professor and former
president of Conrad Grebel University, makes a similar connection. He notes, "[Timothy]
is certainly not 'the pastor' of the church. He simply represents Paul to the churches in
the apostle's absence" (10). The interconnectedness among the churches is evident as
they openly shared resources and were capable ofmaking decisions within their context
while remaining commonly linked to the Apostle Paul.
Historical Evidence for Multi-Site
Historically, Michael Horton observes how the Roman Catholic Church continued
to carry this pattern through the first millennia of the church:
There is one supreme pastor and thus, one church, headquartered in Rome,
with branch offices, as it were, throughout the world. This polity is
explicitly and dogmatically committed to a hierarchical ministry, with a
charismatically-gifted head who is accountable only to the Spirit who
endows him with at least the potential for infallible interpretations of
God's Word for the many churches under his authority. (2)
Forrest Christian agrees and argues that a historical study of Roman Catholicism reveals
many parallels to the modem multi-site movement. He states that during the pre-Vatican
II days one could "expect a reasonable sameness in every nation, even across language
divides. The mass would be in Latin and the church calendar determines what is read,
celebrated and often even homilized from church to church throughout the world." These
statements give evidence that the current multi-site ministry is not a new phenomenon.
As the Protestant Reformation took shape, the Methodist circuit riders offer
another excellent precedent for this type ofministry as they travelled on horseback to
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preach at multiple churches. Mark Driscoll and Gerry Breshears offer the following
statistics: "Francis Asbury, the founding bishop of American Methodism, traveled more
than a quarter of a million miles on foot and horseback, preaching about sixteen thousand
sermons as he worked his circuits" (245). Today, Craig Groeschel, multi-site lead pastor
of Life Church and former United Methodist, believes this move from horseback to
satellite broadcast is simply a shift from the circuit rider of the past to a closed-circuit
rider of the present (Surratt, Ligon, and Bird, Multi-Site Church Revolution 91 ).
While Methodist circuit riders receive much attention regarding this multi-site
conversation, the Baptist church was active in a similar manner. Hugh Wamble confirms
this understanding: "It was normal for a local church to have a scattered constituency and
to be composed of several congregations throughout the region. For convenience or
protection, the membership was divided into several locations for worship" (255-56). In
noting the significant increase in multi-site ministry throughout the West in the past
decade, the current rise in this form of church expansion has likely caught fire from the
embers smoldering for centuries.
The Positive Aspects of the Modern Multi-Site Ministry
As has been discovered through the research thus far, the multi-site movement has
been and is growing many local ministries in the past and present day. While church
growth is an obvious benefit to a congregation, several other positive aspects can be
found within this form ofministry. The following are the top benefits of the current
multi-site movement.
Unity and cooperation. In Galatians 5:19-21, Paul mentions fifteen works of the
flesh, and over half of them focus on division and disunity in the church: enmity, strife.
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jealousy, fits of anger, rivalries, dissensions, divisions, and envy. One benefit of the
modem multi-site movement, discovered by Professor John Hammett of Southeastern
Baptist Theological Seminary, is that of unity. When asking campus pastors if they
desired to become independent churches and to leave the multi-site movement, their
answers revealed this unity. Hammett summarizes, "They enjoy being part of a larger
body sharing each other's joys and sorrows as one body." Other research may indicate
the reason for Hammett' s discovery. W. Evers and W. Tomic studied the bumout rates of
pastors. Their study indicates that pastors score significantly higher in bumout, emotional
exhaustion, and depersonalization than those in other human service professions (336-
37). In addition to the high stress involved in the job, their research further indicates that
"lack of social and peer support" is a primary catalyst for bumout (333). The connection
formed in the multi-site church appears to be addressing this need for community in the
midst of high pressure.
Further research has explored possible reasons why the unity created with the
multi-site approach has so greatly benefited its leaders. Allison compared the multi-site
configuration against the church-planting movement: "When a new church is spun off,
the mother church and the daughter church quickly move away from each other and stop
cooperating" (5). Other multi-site experts list some key elements of the movement that
contribute to the feeling of unity and support, including a variety of shared resources such
as trained workers, a common vision, a network for problem solving, and a team of like-
minded people from which to learn (Surratt, Ligon, and Bird, Multi-Site Church Roadtrip
40).
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A greater ability to contextualize. Another potential reason for the recent
explosion ofmulti-sites around the United States could be Imked to the incamational and
missional longing withm postmodemity. David Kinnamon and Gabe Lyons reveal that 40
percent of young adults between the ages 1 8-29 said they would not attend a Christian
church if invited and, thus, consider themselves "outsiders" to the faith ( 1 8). Alan Hirsch
and Da\ e Ferguson believe that the number could be as high as 60 percent (29).
Regardless of which statistic one believes, the evidence is clear: The church needs to find
another way to meet people incamationally.
Michael Frost states that Christians today are being called into communities to
live in "close proximity" with the people they aspire to reach (123). The multi-site
approach speaks directly to this issue. Campuses are most often launched from the
sending church with a Great Commission mind-set; thus, a natural missional rise has
joined the conversation. Alan Hirsch and others in the missional movement have caused
the church to question its "come and see
"
approach to ministry: "All of our eggs [in the
evangelical church] have been in one ecclesiological basket. We have had no diversity of
options�most of our current practices are variations of the same model to reach people"
(28). The multi-site church is positioned to address this need of reaching people in their
context as indigenous leaders are called to launch a campus in their respective
communities.
Churches already doing multi-site ministry indicate that their primary intent was
to reach otherwise unreachable areas from their primary location (Stetzer and Bird 129).
Hugh Halter and Matt Smay identified the critical importance of churches being sensitive
to the "sojourner's" (i.e. seekers) of today. While the unbelievers of the past generation
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were more open to the attractional style of church of the eighties and nineties, the pastor
of today needs to be much more incamational and to approach sojourners in their context
(95). Multi-site churches are in a much more favorable position to contextualize than an
already established church. Dr. Tmiothy C. Tennent cautions, "It should be admitted that
some contextualization efforts tum out to engage in over-contextualization, thereby
significantly weakening or even destroying the church through syncretism" (198). The
newly established sites must remember to participate in contextualization through a wise
assessment of the culture they are called to reach while remaining steadfast in orthodoxy.
The opportunity to involve more laity. Because each additional site requires an
entirely new team, laypersons become active. Through a study of one thousand multi-site
churches. Warren Bird and Kristin Walters found that four out of five churches reported
an increase in lay leadership (13). Dave Ferguson found the same result as new campuses
grew at Christian Community Church: "We were forced to develop 100 spiritual
entrepreneurs who would see this as a missional opportunity. It gave people the
motivation and opportunity to grow as never before" (83). Pastor Wayne Cordeiro has
further embraced multi-site ministry as an actual tool for training and developing new lay
leaders (Surrat, Ligon, and Bird, Multi-Site Church Revolution 51, 53).
Bob Smietana likewise found increased lay participation in his research of multi-
sites. In interviewing Jim Tomberlin, founder ofmulti-sitesolutions.com, he discovered
that "when people drive more than 30 minutes one way to church, their involvement
drops off dramatically." Tomberlin says, "More than one-third ofWillowcreek attendees
were driving that far and were simply not plugging into small groups or any ministries"
(qtd. in Smietana 62). Steve Stroope identifies the rationale for the increase in lay
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involvement: "Multi-site actually increases the pool of biblical leaders because in a multi-
site model there are folks that have opened up to them a place to exercise leadership that
w ould ha\ e been unavailable in one larger campus"' (qtd. in Surratt, Ligon, Bird, Multi-
Site Church Roadtrip 193). The evidence is overwhelming: Multi-site campuses offer
many new opportunities for the laity to participate in ministry.
As has been presented thus far, multi-site ministry is valid and effective, and
many positi\ e aspects can be observed through the study of this growing movement. The
focus of this research must now tum to its leadership. Living in a time in which
professional clergy- are the default for most churches, the question should be asked if a
layperson can also be trained and equipped, within the sending church, to lead a campus
in a multi-site ministry.
The Campus Pastor�Lay or Clergy
Geoff Surratt, Greg Ligon, and Warren Bird have written two books on multi-
sites. Each author is a sought-after, nation-wide expert in this field. In an instmctional
appendix, they list the various components observed that min multi-site campuses: Top
of the list was "a poor choice of campus pastor" (Multi-Site Church Roadtrip 231).
Tomberlin agrees. He says, "The success of a multi-site campus rises or falls upon the
campus pastor." In order for a church to have a successful multi-site ministry, the right
person must be identified, trained, and sent to lead the campus.
When people gather with the purpose of fulfilling the mission of God, effecfive
leadership is paramount. This example is first observed in Moses as he found the
necessity to delegate some of his judging responsibilities to others (Exod. 18:21-23). This
need for the proper healthy leader is witnessed further throughout the history of Israel:
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"In those days there w as no king in Israel; so all the people did w hat w as right in their
own eyes" (Judg. 2 1 :25). The writer of Proverbs re\ eals a similar need: "Where there is
no vision, the people perish" (Prov. 29:18a, KJV). In the New Testament, Jesus invested
three years doing hands-on mentoring and discipling of the twelve for the sole purpose of
sending trained leaders.
Admittedly, an undisputed, detailed description of the role of pastor cannot be
found explicitly in the New Testament. Subsequently, expositors have identified various
texts to establish a picture of how best to understand the role. Ephesians 4 has been a
focal point for many. PauEs image of the body of Christ in Ephesians 4:1 1-16 presents
the critical importance of all members being needed and, thus, equipped for ministry�
clergy and laity. The irony is that this pericope, which is supposed to bring unity, has
actually caused the opposite in many theological circles.
Greg Ogden, who firmly argues for the significant role of the laity, believes the
word kartartismo in Ephesians 4:12 literally translates "to equip" (133). Thomas C. Oden
agrees and translates the fragment, "the equipping of God's people for the work of
ministry" (156). Robert E. Logan's hermeneutical work also offers that the word
kartartismo "literally means to put in working order or to repair" (41). Logan states that
the word was used in the classical Greek context for setting a broken bone or mending a
torn net, thus correlating the pastor's role to that of helping the layperson to heal and get
ready to be of use once healed (41). These theologians, as well as others like them,
validate the necessity of the laity being trained (e.g.. Best 395-99; Eadie 308; Simpson
and Bruce 96).
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While the evidence seems overw helming in favor of the laity being equipped for
significant ministry, Sydney H. T. Page's interpretation disputes these statements. He
states that the three prepositional phrases in Ephesians 4: 12: "to equip the saints," "for
the work ofministry," and "for building up the body of Christ" are descriptions of the
acti\ ities of the four "gift offices" of apostles, prophets, evangelists, and pastor-teachers
mentioned in \ erse 1 1. Page asserts that Paul's intent was that these three tasks were
designed for gifted ones: "Ephesians 4: 12b does not refer to ministry that any believer
can perform, but refers specifically to the distinctive ministry of those with the gifts
mentioned [in the previous verse]" (46). This argument removes a substantial aspect of
the body of Christ by disavowing the laity's leadership potential.
Russell Moy identifies the possible reason for this debate. He belie\ es that the
purpose of the four offices mentioned in 4: 1 1 was to equip the saints; however, he
observes that the King James translation added a "fatal comma" between the phrases "for
the perfecting of the saints" and "for the work ofministry" (qtd. in Christensen and
Savage 41). By separating the two phrases, verse 12 appears to place the work ofministry
back on the apostles, prophets, evangelists, and pastor-teacher offices. The King James
translation implies that the four offices help "perfect the saints" as those professionally
called do the actual work of the ministry. As this debate continues, the lack of
punctuation in the original Greek text will invite many a scholar to the debating table for
years to come. However, regardless of one's interpretation of this particular text,
common ground can be found through a continued attempt to decipher the author's
original intent.
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A tipping point toward laity being trained has occurred in me through the
overwhelming evidence of Paul's trust in laypersons. In Crete, he challenged Titus to
establish order and to find some others (elders) who could help further the ministry (Tit.
1 :5). This pattern continued with Timothy as Paul commissioned him to entrust the
ministry to "faithful people who will be able to teach others as well" (2 Tim. 2:2). In
Corinth, he viewed those who taught others as "God's fellow-workers" (1 Cor. 3:5-9),
and "chose some of their own men and sent them to Antioch" (Acts 15:22). He gladly
received people�such as Judas, Barsabbas, and Silas�to help him lead. Studying
passages such as these, Harrison, Cheyney, Overstreet, Towns, and Stetzer summarize
Paul's lay methodology: "Paul's approach was simple and uncomplicated. It was to win
them, build them and then send them" (171). The whole of Paul's writings gives credence
to the significance of the training up and equipping of average laypersons for
extraordinary work.
Prior to Paul, Jesus most certainly had reason to avoid delegating his work to
others. He had every right to lack confidence in his followers' ability to proclaim his
kingdom effectively. Having seen firsthand how they failed (Luke 9:10-17, 37-41),
nevertheless, he sent them out to preach and heal on his behalf (Luke 10:1, 16). In
reflecting on Jesus' teachings and other New Testament examples, Susan Brown Snook
concludes that one of the most efficient ways to fulfill the total mission of the church is
the equipping, empowering, and sending of the laity within the local church (113-14).
Pamela Wesley Gomez points out that the church has lost far too many vital
laypersons through the years because of the church's focus on professional clergy. She
says, "[With laity] unable to find a meaningful way to serve or be in substanfial
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partnership with the church, talented laypeople often go on to lead other successful
nonprofit groups and organizations" (144). George Curry, writing to the Church of
England, also reveals that a resurgence of lay empowerment is needed within the modem
church. He writes, "What we can and must assert is that the New Testament knows
nothing of the clerical-lay divide which is endemic in so many churches" (304). In
addition, author Elton Tmeblood says, "The ministry is for all who are called to share in
Chnsf s life, the pastorate is for those who possess the peculiar gift of being able to help
other men and women to practice any ministry to which they are called" (41 ). Regardless
of the debate, the predominant thought among authors and theologians today is that the
layperson should be equipped for ministry (Ogden 130-57; Bolsinger 147; Oden 156;
Hirsch and Ferguson 167).
Historical Precedence for the Priesthood of All Believers
W. J. Townsend, H. B. Workman, and George Eayrs offer greater evidence of the
early Methodists embracing the priesthood of all believers:
The Episcopy, in the broader definition is the complete ministry of service
of the church, both to those within and to those that are without. The first
principle on which Methodism has laid emphasis is that Episcopy, in its
ftillness or perfecfion, belongs to the whole Church, so that all its
functions will be duly exercised only if every member of the Church is
bearing his part and doing his duty. The ideal Church does not consist of
an active few�the ordained clergy and the passive many, the laity who
are just content to be recipients of benefits from their clergy; all [emphasis
mine] are called to serve in the Church of Christ. (5-6)
The early Methodists took seriously the priesthood of all believers and faithfully executed
the belief in practical and effecfive ways from the equipping and sending of the circuit
riders to the new converts in the coal mines.
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Penn State sociologists Roger Finke and Rodney Stark report that the early
Methodists clearly embraced the priesthood of all belie\ ers by starting up churches w ith
lay leadership. When the circuit rider w as not available during the week, the local church
had a class leader (layperson) who pastored until the circuit rider could return. Methodists
used that approach to become one of the largest religious groups in the United States,
moving from "less than 2.5 percent of church adherents in 1776 to more than 34.2
percent in 1850," which w as a growth from sixty-five congregations to 13,302 in just
seventy years (31). The reason for this growth was described as "local amateur lay
pastors" who fulfilled the duties of the pastor in lieu of the absent circuit riders (33).
Finke and Stark's final analysis of that time in history reveal the following:
"The dramatic metric rise of the Methodists was short-li\ ed. It is instructive to
note that the Methodists began to slump at precisely the same time that their
amateur clergy were replaced by professionals who claimed episcopal authority
over their congregations." (42)
The early Methodists clearly embraced lay leadership, along with their founder, John
Wesley.
In 1741, Wesley had heard that Thomas Maxfield, a layperson, had been
preaching. Of his attempts to censure Maxfield, his mother warned, "Take care what you
do with respect to that young man, for he is as surely called of God to preach as you are.
Examine what have been the fruits of his preaching, and hear him also yourself (qtd. in
Simon and Wesley 25). Wesley later showed evidence of how his mother's words must
have affected him as he preached a sermon entitled "A Caution against Bigotry" in which
he highlighted lay preachers bearing fruit in through preaching, casting out devils, and
transforming lives:
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Beware how you attempt to hmder him [the layperson], either by your authority,
or arguments, or persuasions. Do not in anyw ise stri\ e to prevent his using all the
power which God has given him. If you ha\ e authority with him, do not use that
authority to stop the w ork of God.
In that same sermon, Wesley referenced Acts 8 when identifying significant evidence for
the laity being called to preach. In verse one, during the persecution against the church,
Luke states, "All were scattered abroad throughout the regions of Judea and Samana,
except the Apostles." In \ erse four Wesley notes, "They that were scattered abroad went
e\ ery\\ here preaching the word" ("Caution"). He summarized these verses by declaring
that none of these laypersons were "outwardly called" (ordained) to preach, but all of
those were called by God.
In another sermon, Wesley referenced ministry in the apostolic age:
Now were all these outwardly called to preach? No man in his senses can
think so. Here then is an undeniable proof, what was the practice of the
apostolic age. Here you see not one, but a multitude of lay-preachers, men
that were only sent ofGod alone. (Sermons 211)
Statements such as these clarify that Wesley believed God called the laity to ministry just
as the clergy.
Wesley's opinion became more obvious with the words he wrote to Alexander
Mather on 6 August 1777:
Give me one hundred preachers who fear nothing but sin, and desire
nothing but God, and I care not a straw whether they be clergy or laymen,
such alone will shake the gates of hell and set up the kingdom of heaven
upon the earth. (Letters 272)
Cyril Eastwood confirms the extent to which Wesley believed those words as he studied
all of the occasions Wesley used laypersons for ministry. According to Eastwood, in
addition to preaching, the layperson was viewed just as effective in service, prayer,
leading worship, faith, mission, and teaching as the ordained person (193-237).
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While the terminology was different in his day, evidence exists ofWesley's
functioning as a lead pastor over multi-site campus pastors. Wesley employed laymen as
preachers and personal assistants even though the Anglican bishops and clergy clearly
disapproved. Wesley carefully avoided calling his lay preachers ministers and steadily
refused them any authority w hatsoever to administer the Sacraments to appease his
superiors. Albert Cook Outler points out that "these men were his [Wesley's] personal
helpers, directly responsible to him in their work, as he was responsible for them to the
Church" (Wesley and Outler 1 1). Wesley's trust in laypersons is undeniable.
Regardless of the seemingly overwhelming support in favor of lay ministry,
debate yet raged regarding Wesley's authority to make these decisions. One argument
came from his brother, Charles Wesley. Eastwood argues that the modem Methodist
system gives lip service to this doctrine yet in practice appears to continue to join in C.
Wesley's cynicism: "How easily are bishops made by man or woman's whim! Wesley
his hands on Coke hath laid. But who laid hands on him?" (qtd. in Eastwood 198). J.
Wesley understood himself to have the necessary episcopal authority to empower laity: "I
firmly believe that 1 am a Scriptural episcopes as much as any man in England or
Europe" (qtd. in Townsend, Workman, and Eayrs 231). In referring to 1 Timothy 3:10, J.
Wesley later said in a sermon, "What if a man has brought sinners to repentance? And yet
the bishop will not ordain him? Then the bishop does forbid him to cast out devils. But I
dare not forbid him" {Sermons 211). Wesley desired to see the world brought to Christ,
regardless ofwhether the vessel was a layperson or clergyperson.
The multi-site model, as has been discovered through this study, is a viable option
for ministry. It is theologically and historically grounded and can legitimately be led by
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trained laypersons. For the purpose of this research, the following provides the necessary
traits found w ithin the potential campus pastor.
Campus Pastor Traits
Establishing the proper metric through which to discover the primary traits
needed in a campus pastor has proven to be a daunting challenge. For example, through
his research of multi-sites across the country, Scott McConnell reduces the primary traits
needed in the campus pastor to two�leadership and shepherding (95). Stephen Shields
insisted upon "humility and relational skill" (3), while Ron Aguilera recommends that
"attitude" was the top quality needed in a leader (44). Additionally, the number one trait
proposed by Ferguson, lead pastor of Christian Community Church with seventeen active
multi-site campuses, is that the campus pastor must primarily have a heart and ability to
develop and train others (83).
Upon review of the literature, the list of suggested traits for the identification of a
potential multi-site campus pastor is obviously extensive. John Adair encourages the
application of Occam's razor on such occasions (32). This tool was created by William of
Ockham, a thirteenth-century Franciscan scholar who stated, "No more things should be
presumed than are absolutely necessary" (qtd. in Adair 32). For example, while one
writer suggests "high-risk tolerance" as a primary trait for the campus pastor to possess
(McConnell 94), most did not identify it as essential in their list. Nelson Searcy and
Kerrick Thomas, pastors of Journey Church, which has several multi-site campuses
around New York City, established a three-C criterion for the hiring of potential leaders
from within their congregation: character, chemistry, and competency (113).
Subsequently, through linking common traits most frequently found across the various
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forms of literature, the addition of calling and commitment created a five-C criterion for
this research.
Character
Throughout the establishment of the early Church, Paul boldly addressed the
matter of character m his leaders (bishops and deacons). First Timothy 3 is a text of
primary importance to this matter. In this one pericope (vv. 1-13), twenty-nine commands
or instructions are declared. Words and phrases such as being "above reproach,"
"sensible," "temperate," "not \'iolent or quarrelsome," "a manager of the home," "not
double-tongued," "not greedy" address all aspects of the leader's life. Furthermore, he
addressed the issue of integrity in Titus 2:7 for the purpose of giving the opponent
nothing e\ il to leverage against Christian leaders. His words ring prophetic, through the
observation of the public moral failure ofmany evangelical leaders through the twentieth
and twenty-first centuries. Recent scholarship agrees. Russell L. Huizing's research
uncovered the following: "Though ecclesiastical leadership characteristics can be
classified, one cannot possibly be content to be an ecclesial leader outside the rubric of
discipleship and integrity" (344). Tomberlin likewise concludes that spiritual maturity
and integrity are the top traits to identify in a campus pastor (12).
While Ephesians 4 is often viewed through the theological lens of empowering
and enabling the laity for ministry. Dr. John Jefferson Davis observes one other possible
lexical meaning of this project's previously studied word kartartismo, often interpreted as
"equipping or mending" (174). Being surrounded with concepts ofmaturity�"building
up the body of Chrisf (v. 12); "to maturity" (v. 13); "the measure of the fullness of
Christ" (v. 13); "we must no longer be children" (v. 14); "we are to grow up in every
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way" (\. 15); "the body's growth" (v. 16)�the context of the word calls for further
discussion. Davis argues that katartismo should be translated w ith a "characterological"
emphasis (174). He supports this idea through stating, "The apostle's chief concern is not
so much what the saints are doing as acts ofministry, though this is important, but rather
what they are becoming" (175). Therefore, Ephesians 4: 12 would be more accurately
translated, "for bringing the saints to maturity for the work ofministry, for building up
the body ofChrist" (174). This possible translation emphasizes, along with the previous
evidence, the critical nature of the character of a lay campus pastor.
In his book, Bill Hybels further implies the importance of this trait:
I didn't always place character above competence, but I do now. 1 have
learned that in church work an occasional lapse in competence can be
accepted. But lapses in character create problems with far reaching
implications. A breakdown in character tends to create distrust and will
inevitably alienate team members. It also de-motivates the leader when it
comes to investing time and emotional energy into that particular member.
And of course, if the leader does not deal with the wayward team member
wisely, he or she may lose the respect of other team members. (81)
In order to obey the Ephesians 4 mandate to build up the body of Christ, Hybels' quote is
evidence that this command cannot be obeyed without maturity; therefore, character must
become a primary goal. David VanDenburgh agrees with Hybels' emphasis on character,
stating, "A Christian coach would never continue to work with someone who was
immoral or unethical. Such leaders don't need coaching. They need firing. Character
issues are not compatible with Christian coaching" (61). Hybels and VanDenburgh agree
that character is a nonnegotiable in identifying someone to lead a significant ministry.
Character has not always been celebrated as a vital trait, however. Through a
sociological study of the twentieth century, David F. Wells discovered that most
obituaries published in the earlier part of the century in American newspapers mentioned
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the character of the deceased, while at the end of the century the emphasis was on their
occupation. He surmises from his research that one of the characteristics ofmodernity is
the loss of emphasis on character (11). In contrast, one of the great gifts of postmodemity
is the rise of valuing integrity�including in the business world.
James M. Kouzes and Barry Z. Posner surveyed over five thousand employees of
top companies and more than twenty-six hundred top-level managers from all over the
United States. Honesty, integrity, or character ranked one or two among the qualities they
believe constituted superior leadership (1 1-27). These words reveal that character matters
to the secular community as much as within the church. In order for a multi-site ministry
to reach people within its community, it must be led by a campus pastor with character.
Chemistry
A second trait necessary in a potential campus pastor is that of chemistry. A
leader must have a healthy rapport with the people. McConnell believes strongly in
"carrying out a ministry plan through a team of inspired volunteers" (102). This healthy
chemistry occurs between a leader and a people when a spiritual grace is present. Grace
offers unconditional love for God and all humanity (Matt. 22:37-40), a servant's heart
(Matt. 20:26), an attitude like Christ's (Phil. 2:4-5), a heart of reconciliation (2 Cor.
5:18), and a belief that all people are capable of participating in the ministry (1 Cor. 12:7,
1 1) without bias or prejudice (Gal. 3:28). When people experience grace coming from
their leader, a bond is established that allows all to embrace their God-given potential
more fully.
A clear example of this idea is, once again, found in the Apostle Paul. While he is
sometimes presented as a brash authoritarian by Bible teachers. Wade Berry of Texas
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Christian University offers another, more grace-filled, perspective. Through his extensive
exegesis of the Pauline Epistles, Berry gives e\'idence to Paul's preference of a "milder
form of rhetoric lest he do anything to hinder the communication of the gospel to the
churches (cf 1 Cor. 9:12)" (16). Even in the midst of rebuking a church, Paul found a
way to build a respectful chemistry between him and his churches. Furthermore, his
relational-building language can be viewed throughout his epistles: Luke was Paul's
"fellow worker" (Philem. 24); Epaphras was called "our much loved fellow slave" (Col.
1:7); Epaphroditus was known as the Apostle's "brother, co-worker, and fellow soldier"
(Phil. 2:25); Onesimus, an escaped slave, was referred to as "a faithful and loved brother"
(Col. 4:9); Timothy was his "beloved and faithful child in the Lord" (1 Cor. 4:17); Titus
was publically known as Paul's "partner and co-worker" (2 Cor. 8:23); and Silas, was
called Paul's "faithful brother" by Peter (1 Pet. 5:12). Paul knew how to create a harmony
between himself and his coworkers for the Lord. His example is one that should be
emulated by all leaders today.
Far too many pastors pointlessly sabotage their ministry by not possessing the
proper people skills in various contexts. When unnecessary tension consequently
develops, the chemistry in the ministry is negatively altered and true Christian
community is threatened. Chemistry, according to Aubrey Malphurs (building from
Philip Melanchthon's work), is the ability for the leader to be able to utilize three primary
filters with regard to other people (136). One is understanding the essentials of the faith,
the truths that are clearly taught in the Bible and are necessary for one to be considered
orthodox (e.g., the inspirafion of the Bible as the Word ofGod, the death and
Resurrecfion ofChrist, the existence of only one true God as three coequal, coetemal
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persons). Fiher two is being aware of the nonessentials, which are the traditions of
various denominations (e.g.. mode of baptism, time and place for a church to meet,
efficacy of the Lord's supper). Filter three is choosing lo\e in all things. Malphurs argues
that regardless of the debate between essentials and nonessentials, the leader must choose
to love other believers and seekers ( 1 36-38). Wesley possibly stated, "But as to all
opinions which do not stnke at the root of Christianity, we think and let think," ( Works
241) for the very purpose of reducing tension by building a healthy chemistry in the
church.
Chemistry is vital to the health of any team. Tomberlin observ es from the past
three decades that in the eighties the buzzword in Christian leadership circles was
"growth," in the nineties "health," and in the early part of the twenty-first cenmry
"connected." People desire to be connected and a part of something greater; chemistry
creates the atmosphere of connectedness that enables effective ministry to develop. Due
to the safe environment they have created among their campus leaders, Ferguson's team
at Christian Community Church in Naperville, Illinois, has flourished with their
seventeen multi-site campuses working collaboratively together. In their book, Dave
Ferguson, Jon Ferguson, and Eric Bramlett talk about the vital importance of having a
team with healthy harmony: "When you have a team of people who are able to think
creatively together, and one person reaches his or her limit on an idea, another person's
creativity can then take the idea to the next level" (150). A campus pastor must have a
healthy ability to build that kind of chemistry with his or her teams, church, and
community. A person having character and chemistry must also have competency in
order to lead successfully.
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Competency
While the leader may be capable of draw ing a crow d, due to chemistry with
people or through having exceptional character, stagnation in ministry will likely occur at
some point without the competency to learn skills. Competency has been a primary trait
for millennia. Moses did not randomly pick people to build the Tabernacle; he identified
the most skilled w orkers to use their specific talents to aid in its construction (Exod. 31-
9). Solomon continued that tradition by finding the most competent architects and
artisans of his day to erect the Temple (2 Chron. 2-4). Furthermore, Paul called the
church in Corinth to excel in their use of spiritual gifts for building up the church ( 1 Cor.
14:12). Competence has been the expectation and pattern for centuries and should
continue to be today.
The metrics of pastoral effectiveness have been of interest in modem literature
since the 1950s (McKenna and Eckard 303); nevertheless, researchers have been unable
to identify one characteristic that represents overall pastoral competency (Nauss 58).
After studying the multi-site movement. Warren Bird suggests six areas of necessary
competencies in a campus pastor: (1) leadership skills, (2) life management skills, (3)
communication skills, (4) biblical/theological skills, (5) people skills, and (6) pastoral
skills ("Leadership Developmenf 6). Adair, a foremost business leadership strategist,
also concludes this same list as Bird, excluding, of course, the biblical (#4) and pastoral
(#6) competencies (96-98).
Clearly, the list alone is broad, yet further research reveals two possible additions,
the first being creativity. Hirsch and Ferguson claim that pastors and leaders in the church
must "respond, innovate, adapt, and leam" in the midst of all of the changes occurring
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around the minister today (222). While not tallying the term creativity in his
aforementioned list, e\ en Bird suggests that since the new campus "has no pre-laid tracks
to run on," the campus pastor must possess an entrepreneurial spirit in order to figure out
ways to overcome the various obstacles ("Leadership Development" 3).
H\ en the business w odd is attempting to understand the importance of creativity
and flexibility in the leader today. W Chan Kim and Renee Mauborgne have challenged
businesses to consider the untapped market space that can only be discovered through
hardwork and creativity. In 2005, they conducted a study of 108 new business launches.
They found that 86 percent were launched in "red oceans," simply attempting to improve
on already existing products, while only 14 percent were aimed at creatively launching a
brand new product in the "blue ocean" (new business) untapped market (106-07).
Creativity is and has been a much-needed commodity in society today. Edwin H.
Friedman, Margaret M. Treadwell, and Edward W Beal quote Albert Einstein as stating,
"Imagination is more important than information" (95). Therefore, one primary
competency to look for in a campus pastor is the creative ability to consider fresh new
ideas.
In addition to a creative competency, much research has been conducted
concerning the second possible addition�a leader's ability to influence others. Two
common terms rising to the surface are a comparison between transactional and
transformational leaders. Transactional leaders simply "assign work tasks to subordinates
and volunteers" (Rowold 410), while transformational leaders inspire followers to join in
a common vision (Carter 262; Rowold 404). Bill Joiner and Stephen Josephs identify the
same concept while using dissimilar designations. They differentiate between these
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leadership styles through heroic and post-heroic labels (39). The heroic style is the
traditional expert, top-down, instructional type of leader (i.e., transactional leader) while
post-heroic leaders create a synergy among themselves and their followers (i.e.,
transformational leaders). Regardless of the title given, a clear distinction is found among
leadership styles.
Jens Rowold tested for pastoral effectiveness between transformational and
transactional styles. Transactional leadership, while likely more effective in the era of
modernity, is not as effective in this postmodern era, and "transformational leadership is
positively associated with followers' satisfaction with their pastor" (403). The results
reveal the need for campus pastors to have the capability of not simply telling but
inspiring people toward the tasks needed within the multi-site at any given moment.
Neil Cole agrees and adds, "The success of the leader is not determined by the
number of followers attained, but by the number of fruitful leaders that are blossoming
around the leader" (5). Cole, along with the aforementioned scholars, understands that an
effective leader is one who is competent in inspiring others to carry on the vision.
Calling
As Scripture clearly testifies, God calls people. Abraham was called to leave the
comfort ofUr (Heb. 1 1 :8), while Moses was called to lead the people who were to be
established from the Abrahamic Covenant (Exod. 19:3). As a young boy, Samuel was
pursued (1 Sam. 3:4); Samson, Isaiah, and Jeremiah were pursued from the womb (Judg.
16:17; Isa. 49:1; Jer. 1:5; 7-8). Jesus called his disciples (Mark 3:13) as well as Paul
(Rom. 1:1; I Cor. 1:1; 9: 1-2). Peter and Jude declared that all Christians are pursued by
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the Lord ( 1 Pet. L 1 5; Jude 1 ), w hile John beheved that Christ followers are called to
worship around the throne for all eternity (Rev. 17:14).
The question is not // God will call the campus pastor but regards the person's
response to that call. The mystery of being called by one's creator is a humbling
experience indeed. Throughout God's story, the reaction to God's call has been varied.
Moses said he would be a poor spokesperson (Exod. 3:11). Jeremiah thought he was too
young (Jer. 1 :5). Isaiah considered himself a man of unclean lips (Isa. 6:5). Sarah
"laughed" (Gen. 18:12), and years later, Mary pondered the ramifications of her calling
(Luke 2:19). Andrew and Peter left everything and followed Jesus (Matt. 4:20); in
contrast, those invited to the Great Banquet with Christ "made excuses" (Luke 14:18).
In studying various callings to ministry in church history, Brian A. Williams
describes how Ambrose ofMilan, Gregory the Great, John Chrysostom, and Basil all ran
from their callings. Gregory of Nazianzus ran from his on four occasions and Augustine
even wept with sadness at his own ordination (15-16). A calling to step into a leadership
role such as that of a campus pastor will likely evoke a variety of responses.
Ogden believes the Scripmres speak of all Christians being called in three ways:
(1) a primary call to follow Christ, (2) a secondary call that is the application to live out
the primary call in all aspects of life (i.e., holiness), and (3) a specific heart/purpose call
that helps edify the body of Christ (243). Ogden's third type of calling is of particular
importance to this research. Evidences of a heart/purpose will emerge in the future
campus pastor through a passion to be sent. Jack Fortin states the significance of
identifying the current gifts within the people chosen for ministry and then calling them
to something greater. For example, Fortin says, "Jesus used Peter's role of fisherman to
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define for him a new dimension to his work [by calling him to fish for people]" (Fortin
371). Regardless of the response, a calling to the role of campus pastor must be present in
order to proceed in the training.
Commitment
Endurance is revealed in a person when he or she is given the opportunity to quit.
Campus pastors will be continually tested and challenged in their commitment to the
ministry. The following is a list of areas identified in the research that are likely to
challenge one's resolve to a multi-site ministry.
Commitment in the midst of struggle. Adversity occurs in any aspect of life;
pastoral ministry is certainly no exception. A commitment to the call will be necessary to
endure. The one hundred pastors studied by Robert B. McKenna, Paul R. Yost, and
Tanya N. Boyd revealed that they "grew the most through adversity and recognition of
their brokenness, but emerged on the other side stronger leaders and more dependent on
the grace of God" (188). This research parallels what the author of James mandates:
"Consider it nothing but joy, because you know that the testing of your faith produces
endurance; and let endurance have its full effect, so that you may be mature and
complete, lacking in nothing" (Jas. l:2b-4). Furthermore, those who endure often hold
fast to additional verses such as 1 Corinthians 15:58: "Be steadfast, immovable, always
excelling in the work of the Lord, because you know that in the Lord your labor is not in
vain." Successful leaders stay committed to the call regardless of the difficulty.
Commitment to the lead pastor, hi addition to adversity within circumstances,
occasions of philosophical disagreement will occur between the campus pastor and the
lead pastor. The necessary quesfion will be whether the campus pastor is committed to
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submit m times of disagreement (Heb. 13:7, 17). Tomberlin found through his research
that the most problematic challenge for campus pastors is their ability "to stay connected
to the v ision and the heart of the senior pastor." Furthermore, godly leadership, according
to A. D. Clarke, is characterized by humble service to others (Acts 20: 1 9) and a rejection
of personal glory (Phil. 2:6-8; Clarke 636-38), both of which result in the ability to
remain committed to the lead pastor's authority.
In their book, Mike Bonem and Roger Patterson describe how pastors in the
second chair must live in three paradoxes: (1) If campus pastors will be effective, they
must leam to be authentically subordinate to the top leaders while boldly leading those at
the campus, (2) they must remain deep in their expertise but wide in perspective; and, (3)
they must remain content in their roles while remaining enthusiastic in dreaming for the
future (3). These paradoxes will be a constant test of the campus pastors' commitment to
lead pastors.
Robert K. Greenleaf, Larry C. Spears, Stephen R. Covey, and Peter M. Senge
summarize these three into one primary, paradoxical phrase�servant leader. They write,
"The servant-leader is servant first, it begins with a natural feeling that one wants to
serve, to serve first, as opposed to, wanting power, influence, fame or wealth" (352).
However, as Professor John C. Hutchison points out, history has shown that a leader
naturally defaults to selfishness and typically does not follow the principles of servant
leadership (54). Narry F. Santos suggests that Christians are more likely to succeed in this
endeavor, as he refers to the teachings of Jesus in Mark 8:35, 9:35, 10:31, 45 as "the
authority/servanthood paradox" (154). Mulfi-site pastors inevitably must live within the
tension of authority and serving through submission and thus must be aware of this
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paradox prior to launching a church. Commitment to this endeavor is vital for the overall
health of the multi-site ministry.
Commitment to the sending church. With the effects of globalization and
secularization, ministry is changing significantly in the West (Jenkins 89). Since the birth
of the church, the call ofChristianity has been in competition with culture. In this post-
Christendom, post-church, secular culture the church no longer has the status and
legitimacy it once had (Hirsch and Ferguson 87); thus, the campus pastor must have a
commitment to the mission of the church as ministry continues to evolve. The church will
need to make radical decisions in order to reach people for Christ in this fluid culture;
therefore, the sending church will need to have campus pastors who are willing to be
flexible. Surratt, Ligon, and Bird state that a leader who adheres to the church's vision
remains at the top of their list for potential campus pastor {Multi-Site Church Revolution
144).
While the list of campus pastor traits found in the literature review is far more
extensive than the aforementioned character, chemistry, competency, calling, and
commitment, all of the traits mentioned by the various sources ultimately can be listed
under the category of one of these five Cs. While the discovery of potential campus
pastor traits is necessary during the time of selection, training, and sending is the ultimate
purpose. With these five-C traits in mind, the next step in this research is to inquire about
the necessary techniques by which a campus pastor can be effectively trained and
subsequently sent. Both are considered in the next section.
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Training and Sending the Campus Pastor
Author and leadership consultant Shields discovered that one of the top reasons
for multi-site failure is the lack of proper training for the campus pastor and lay leaders.
He therefore contends that they should be trained "in-house" in order to absorb a similar
vision from the sending church (13). Leadership Network s study further revealed that
most campus pastors come from within the sending congregation; consequently, Greg
Ligon states, "Churches are now trying to figure out how to develop the most effective
pipeline, or greenhouse, to grow campus pastors in order to meet some of their leadership
demands." As presented earlier, the whole of Scripture reveals that equipping and
sending are two of the primary purposes ofGod for the church. This final section
contains the three necessary stages described in the literature to train someone effectively
for pastoral leadership: the incubation period, the official training, and the sending.
The Incubation Period
Most multi-site churches require an incubation period at the sending site in order
for new leaders to embody the church's vision (Bird, "Leadership Development" 2).
Pastor Guy Melton, of Oasis Church, acknowledges that six months to a year is the
average length of time for a campus pastor to understand enough of the sending church's
vision to lead the multi-site in an assimilated maimer, and VanDenburg believes a year is
needed for leadership behaviors to stick (McConnell 96; VanDenburg 57). While the
timeframe varies, the incubation period is important for both parties involved. Pastor
Craig Gore, senior associate at Cedar Park Assembly ofGod, believes that training
people up within the church allows the leadership to get to know the person by closely
observing their life and leadership in a mentoring relationship (McConnell 104).
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In Acts 16:3, mentoring can be observed in Paul wanting Timothy to join him on
the missionary journey. In order to prepare Timothy, the two spent significant time
together. When Timothy was deemed ready, he was told to "teach others as well" (2 Tim.
2:2). This cycle, studied by Dave and Jon Ferguson, was developed into a five step
mentorship-training model:
Step 1 : I do. You watch. We talk.
Step 2: I do. You help. We talk.
Step 3: You do. I help. We talk.
Step 4: You do. I watch. We talk.
Step 5: You do. Someone else watches. (79)
These five steps establish a pattern of reflection and conversation early on in the process
and additionally result in improved personal awareness. This model yields cognizance of
strengths and weaknesses in various situations.
This incubation period can feel more like a time of discernment and self-
discovery as the potential campus pastor develops through mentoring. Duane M. Covrig,
leadership professor at Andrews University, observed through an exegesis of Jesus in the
Temple as a twelve-year-old boy (Luke 2:42-52) that the most effective form of learning
involves a mentoring relationship in which listening and discussion occur (16). The
sending church must delegate responsibility to the potential campus pastor in order for
the person to be tested and evaluated during this time. Research reveals the importance of
"ongoing development in the on-the-job experiences" through healthy mentoring
relationships (McKenna, Yost, and Boyd 187), thereby allowing the potential campus
pastor adequate tasks and responsibility for proper evaluation, self-reflection, and
personal growth in order to confirm whether the person is truly called to the role of
campus pastor.
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The Official Training
While leadership training will most assuredly be occurring during the incubation
period, the official campus pastor training begins when the sending church has seen
enough evidence to deem the person ready for preparation to launch a multi -site campus.
The form of training may be selected from the following list and/or other types of
training.
Trained by the Lord. Ultimately, the person must begin by realizing that all
Chnstian mimstry is God's work (John 5:19) under the headship of Christ (Eph. 5:23) by
the power of the Holy Spirit (Zech 4:6). Jesus emphasized the reliance upon the Spirit,
stating, "The advocate, the Holy Spirit, whom the Father will send in my name, will teach
you everything, and remind you of all that 1 have said to you" (John 14:26). Edmund P.
Clowney and Gerald L. Bray further suggest that pastoral training comes from the Triune
God: "God the Father instructed and trained his children [of Israel]; Christ taught his
disciples; and the Holy Spirit now equips the saints to serve the body" (138). Jesus called
his disciples to prayer on many occasions (Matt. 5:44; 6:6; 26:41; Mark 1 1:24; Luke
6:28; 18:1) and even revealed to them that some forms ofministry can only succeed
through prayer (Mark 9:29). Moreover, Jesus himself was often alone in prayer to the
Father to be equipped for ministry (Mark 1:35; 14:23; Luke 6:12; 9:18). The campus
pastor is expected to be a person who is led by the Holy Spirit.
Anne Dilenschneider's research reveals that most of today's pastors "are not well
prepared to address the spiritual lives of their congregation members"; thus, a need for
spiritual discernment is vital (287). Many have observed a shift in today's pastoral focus
from theologian to CEO. John Killinger writes, "[Ministry] has become increasingly
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divorced in modem times from the role of spiritual mentor to the community and is now
largely the work of an office manager or general administrator" (78). Dilenschneider
refers to this concept as "ecclesiastical manager" and claims that in order to counteract
this trend, pastors must move from focusing on their managerial effectiveness back onto
the spiritual health and vitality of the parishioners (291 ). Gary R. Corwin confirms the
significance of the spiritual focus of the pastor by highlighting the importance of the
person being grounded in Scripture. He states that historically for Martin Luther "both the
lay person and the highly trained theologian had to have the Bible at the center of their
training curriculum and at the center of their church" ( 144). As the potential campus
pastor is initially trained by the sending church, a conscious effort must be made to
ensure the spiritual vitality of the trainee.
Step-by-step leadership training. The training model created by Seacoast
Church, a leading ministry in the training and sending ofmulti-site campus pastors, has
developed a systematic approach to prepare their leaders. Lead pastor Greg Surratt
admits, "Most of our pastors come from high-producing volunteers, so we reward
producers" (qtd. in Bird, "Leader-Making Challenge" 13). The reward is sending the
individual through their "leadership pipeline" (14) which trains the person at each level.
The first level is apprentice training followed by small group leadership training. If the
potential campus pastor continues to show signs of a calling to the role, he or she
proceeds to small group coach training, ministry director training, and ultimately to
licensed minister training, which is comparable to lay certified minister training in the
United Methodist Church. Once the potential campus pastor is a licensed minister, he or
she finishes with the campus pastor level (13).
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J. Timothy Ahlen and J. V Thomas offer a practical overview concerning the
necessary training for campus pastors. In addition to the aforementioned training, the
campus pastor will need to be trained for special services such as weddings and funerals
and will need the proper judicatory authority for administering the Sacraments (i.e., local
pastor's license in the United Methodist Church). He or she should be encouraged to be
lifelong learners who attend a wide array of conferences and seminary extension training
in order to continue to expand their pastoral knowledge base (59).
Another example of a step-by-step training paradigm comes from Juha Jones,
director for church planting in the Middle East. Jones suggests four stages for
consideration when equipping a pastor: vision training�helping the pastor to develop a
focused motivation; skill training�guiding the pastor in cultivating ability; peer
training�enhancing interpersonal skill; and, mature training�identifying barriers of
character defects. Jones argues that all four aspects are necessary to produce a well-
adjusted pastor who can face the fluid dynamics ofministry (489-91 ).
The coaching model. In addition to the mentoring that allowed for call
discernment during the incubation stage. Bird suggests that a "coach" meet with the
campus pastor during the official season of training. This person gives the necessary
accountability and assessment of the person as his or her leadership skills develop (Bird,
"Leadership Developmenf 6). The following is Bird's suggestion (adapted from
Seacoast Church) for the six different aspects of leadership necessary in a training
program:
I. Leading Yourself (developing spiritual maturity)
2. Leading Others (facilitating a small group)
3. Leading Leaders (mentoring other small group leaders)
4. Leading a Ministry (planning, goal setting, pastoring, team building).
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5. Leading a Campus (buildmg a congregation, leading staff leaders)
6. Leading Other Campuses (growing other churches) (6)
These six criteria are used as evaluative tools in order for the coach to assess the campus
pastor in training. Each element is equally important and needed for effective campus
leadership.
In addition to evaluating these skills, the coach requires a covenant contract. If the
potential campus pastor fails to meet the agreed-upon requirements in a timely fashion,
the following guidelines are followed:
/" missed commitment: You and your coach will re-evaluate the
requirements and schedule to insure that the pace is not too aggressive. 2'"'
missed commitment: You and your coach will re\ iew motivations and
calling. 3"^ missed commitment: Your participation in the program will be
re-evaluated. (Bird, "Leadership Development" 6)
The covenant agreement allows the coach to observe the potential campus pastor's
dedication to the multi-site to be observed long before the expense of the launch has
occurred.
If the sending campus chooses this model, finding the proper coach to help the
campus pastor prepare is obviously vital to the process. In his book, Tony Stoltzfus states
that four components are needed from the coach for success to occur. The coach must
actively listen, ask probing questions, call the trainee to some action, and be willing to
offer continuous support (80-83).
While the aforementioned models may be viable options for some, multi-site
experts Ed Stetzer and Warren Bird have identified yet other training options gleaned
from successful church planting models.
Boot camp. This concentrated training experience lasts two to four days and
offers the latest information known in order to help the planter to launch successfully.
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Turbo training. This training is an intense form of boot camp. It is a two-day
experience through which church planters receive the content, interspersed with small-
group process and interaction. It has been described as "drinking water from a fire hose"
(88). The plethora of material helps the planter to take root in ministry at a rapid rate.
Content driven. This model is a type of boot camp that meets several times a
year to allow the planter to attempt the newly learned concepts and then to return back to
the training group to process their experience with some mentors.
Internship or apprenticeship. Some churches prefer to have the planter on-site
for an extended period of time so that the "trainees can experience the culture of the
mother church while receiving practical experience" (90). This model allows for the
greatest amount of time for the trainee to develop.
Informal training. This approach invites potential planters to "hang out with the
leadership teams" (93) in the church. As the potential future pastor observes the staff at
work, he or she will be able to discern the call and leam about the inner workings of a
church system (Stetzer and Bird 87-94).
Regardless of the model chosen for training, each individual ministry will need to
establish a metric through which they deem the person ready to be sent as the pastor of a
multi-site campus. While the process of training is important to prepare the campus
pastor for launch, how the person and team are sent is just as vital.
Sending the Campus Pastor
While extensive research has been developed to train pastors, much less research
has been produced concerning the continuing development of pastors as they journey
through different developmental stages as leaders (McKenna, Yost, and Boyd 179).
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Christopher W Perry, who recently launched a multi-site ministry says, "When the new
leader comes on to your team, don't expect them to know e\ erything from day one, even
after they've completed the training (94). As the campus pastor is sent, continued
evaluative feedback is critical and specified training must likewise occur as needed.
Continued performance evaluation. Studies over the last two decades indicate
that "most leadership development happens as leaders are doing their w ork and facing the
trial-by-fire challenges that come w ith the job of the leader" (McKenna, Yost, and Boyd
179). Frequent ev aluative meetings within the leadership team are significantly beneficial
to continued success (Pue 194). Therefore, the campus pastor must have the opportunity
for consistent evaluation.
Robert Bruce McKenna and Katrina B. Eckard did an exploratory study of 101
pastors from varied denominations throughout the United States. The results revealed the
five necessary steps for proper evaluation:
Step 1 : Defining Purpose. While the conversation around a central purpose
can be difficult for many church leaders, unity of purpose and clear
communication of that purpose is helpful for pastoral effectiveness.
Step 2: Implementing and follow through. Effectiveness measures without
commitment and accountability do more harm than poorly communicated
or established measures.
Step 3: Agility and resilience. Establish a process that allows the
effectiveness measures to change as the church changes.
Step 4: The pastoral effectiveness audit. [A] pastoral effectiveness audit
gives the pastor the opportunity to assess their current and desired
priorities against the most commonly cited church and pastoral
effectiveness measures.
Step 5: Measurement. Once the effectiveness criteria have been selected
and prioritized, it is critical to establish the specific measures to which
pastors and their leadership teams will be held accountable." (310-11)
Filtering the campus pastor's evaluation through these stages could significantly impact
his or her progress.
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In addition to these steps, Ferguson and Ferguson suggest the important questions
for a coach to ask of leaders to help them to continue developing. These questions
certainly pertain to a campus pastor:
How are you?
What are you celebrating?
What challenges are you experiencing?
What do you plan to do about those challenges?
How can 1 help you?
How can 1 pray for you? (127)
The ongoing relationship and support received from the sending church is a tremendous
asset to the campus pastor that a church planter often lacks. Continued evaluation is
essential to the sustainability of the leadership. In addition to the sending church
ev aluation, further self-evaluation remains just as significant.
Continued self-evaluation. In addition to ongoing performance evaluation, the
campus pastor should offer perpetual self-evaluation. Carson Pue said, "Many leaders
don't know how to measure [their own progress]" (187). Kouzes and Posner recommend
a 360 assessment instrument (multi-rater system) such as their Leadership Practices
Inventory for such an evaluation (64).
VanDenburgh, professor at Kettering College and director of coaching at
Andrews University, further recommends that such leaders invite stakeholders to lead
them. A stakeholder is different from a coach in the level of emotional and time
investment. A coach is one who asks great questions and encourages the leader to use his
or her own networks to solve problems; however, a stakeholder is one who has a large
stake in the leader's success since they are relationally bound together in the effort to
achieve success (57). VanDenburgh further states the agreements made up front by the
stakeholders:
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Stakeholders agree to 1) not hold the leader hostage to the past, 2) commit
to being a supportive helper and "cheerleader," 3) agree to tell the truth,
the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, 4) identify something in their
own life that needs change and commit to w orking on it simultaneously
w hile the leader is working through their own stuff (58)
A campus pastor who has a stakeholder's support will be challenged to answer the tough
selt-evaluation questions and will be given clear guidelines of expectation.
Too many leaders lose perspective emotionally�and even spiritually�when they
face challenges. Unfortunately, their disorientation is often not seen clearly until after
some kind of fall from leadership occurs (Pue 32). As a campus pastor establishes the
multi-site campus, the pressures will mount. The research suggests through this study that
a greater chance of success exists for the campus pastor who has a mentor (who aids
discernment), a coach (who asks the tough questions), and a stakeholder (who helps bear
the burden) at the various stages of identification, training, and sending.
Research Design
The analysis ofmulti-site ministries that train laypersons from within is complex
in nature; thus, a qualitative approach was selected as necessary for this dissertation.
According to researcher Pinit Khumwong, the qualitative approach to research is used to
understand a problem on which little research has been conducted (5). Since insignificant
amounts of research have occurred in the training of laypersons as multi-site campus
pastors, a quantitative study could not be justified; therefore, a qualitative multi-case
study was conducted using semi-structured interviews and participant-observer methods.
John W. Creswell identifies the five steps necessary for the proper qualitative data
collection: identifying the participants and sites, gaining access to them, determining the
types of data to collect, developing data collection forms, and administering the process
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in an ethical manner (212). In addition, Jennifer Mason applies the following set of
criteria:
� Qualitative research should be systematically and rigorously
conducted. There are no excuses for a casual or ad hoc approach to
qualitative research.
� Qualitative research should be strategically conducted, yet flexible and
contextual.
� Qualitatix e research should involve critical self-scrutiny by the
researcher, or active reflexivity [original emphasis].
� Qualitative research should produce social explanations which are
generalizable in some way.
� Qualitative research should be conducted as an ethical practice, and
with regard to its political context. (6)
Qualitative research invites a variety of approaches to gathering information for the
necessary research. Patton simplifies the process into three. He proposes that all
qualitative data collection "can occur through interviews, observation, and documents"
(4), while Creswell adds "audiovisual materials" as a fourth approach (221). These
approaches, when correctly apphed, can offer a significant amount of information needed
for the data collection process.
Of the qualitative methodologies, exploratory case study was the appropriate
method of research for this research. Tim Sensing states that the use of the case study
method in DMin projects "excels at bringing us to an understanding of a complex issue or
object and can extend experience or add strength to what is already known through
previous research" (141). Robert K. Yin agrees and believes that designing a case study
procedure is critical in the preparation for conducting the study:
A case study protocol is more than an instrument. The protocol contains
the instrument but also contains the procedures and general rules that
should be followed in using the instrument. The protocol is a major tactic
in increasing the reliability of the case study research and is intended to
guide the investigator in carrying out the case study. (63)
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Components that should be present m case study protocols are an overv iew of the case
study project, field procedures, case study questions, and a guide for the case study report
(64-65). In addition, in order for the study to be valid, the researcher should conduct the
inquiry so that another could repeat the work and conclude the same results (37).
Concerning the utilization ofmultiple-case studies, Yin suggests the use of
replication logic as opposed to sampling logic. He states, 'The logic underlying the use of
multiple-case studies is the same. Each case must be carefully selected so that it either (a)
predicts similar results (a literal application), or (b) produces contrasting results but for
predictable reasons (a theoretical replication)" (46). In implementing the replication
approach to multiple-case studies, the following design is suggested: ( 1 ) develop the
theory, (2) select cases and design the data collection protocol, (3) conduct each case
study, (4) write each individual case report, (5) draw cross-case conclusions, (6) modify
the theory, (7) develop policy implications, and (8) write the cross-case report (49).
The two primary tools used for the case study data collection were the semi-
structured interviews and participant-observer approaches. The semi -structured interview
offers the opportunity for deeper exploration of a particular subject. Such an approach
"provides greater breadth and depth of information, the opportunity to discover the
respondent's experience and interpretation of reality, and access to people's ideas,
thoughts, and memories in the words of the researcher" (Blee and Taylor 92-93). The
opportunity to observe the participants in their context where they can speak openly is
critical.
The application of a careful interviewing technique helps to minimalize researcher
bias. Irving Seidman offers this perspective: "Interviewing allows us to put behavior in
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context and provides access to understanding their [interviewees'] action" (4). He further
suggests guidehnes to avoid skewing the answ ers:
1 . Listen more, talk less.
2. Follow up on what the participant says for clarification.
3. Ask questions when you don't understand.
4. Explore, don't probe.
5 Ask real questions.
6. Avoid leading questions.
7. Ask open-ended questions.
8. Ask participants to talk to you as if you were someone else.
9. Avoid reinforcing your participants' responses.
10. Tolerate silence. (63-77)
While these guidelines appear to be common sense, an improper application of interview
questions can invalidate the research; thus, these precautions must be strictly followed.
When administered correctly, semi-structured interviews can yield informative results as
the interviewees feel safe to open up and share their insights.
In order to triangulate the research better, a participant-observation approach was
also employed. Creswell identifies this approach as the researcher "assumes the role of an
inside observer who actually engages in activities at the study site" (222). Just as with
semi-structured interviews, the participant-observer method offers a similar danger of
researcher bias. Therefore, Creswell offers the following steps:
1 . Select a site to be observed that can help you best understand the
central phenomenon.
2. Ease into the site slowly by looking around; getting a general sense of
the site; and taking limited notes, at least initially.
3. At the site, identify who or what to observe, when to observe, and how
long to observe.
4. Determine, initially, your role as an observer.
5. Conduct multiple observations over time to obtain the best
understanding of the site and the individuals.
6. Design some means for recording notes during an observation.
7. Consider what information you will record during an observation.
8. Record descriptive and reflective fieldnotes.
9. Make yourself known, but remain unobtrusive.
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10. After observing, slowly withdraw from the site (223-5).
Seeing through participant-observer eyes is often not a natural occurrence; therefore, the
implementation of these ten steps is vital to the effectiveness of this tool.
The question of what to observe in any given setting is not an easy task. Sensing
suggests the following categories as primary sources of observation: demographics,
physical settings, interaction patterns, verbal and written content, and underlying
meaning (nonverbal interaction; 99-102). Paired with semi-structured interviews,
observation can ser\ e as a significant tool in the data collection process.
Summary
God equips and sends his followers into mission throughout the earth. The
Church, the ecclesia, has been entrusted with the task of identifying, training, and
sending all types of people. The multi-site model has been in existence in various forms
for nearly two millennia and continues to be an effective and strategic form ofministry in
the twenty-first century. As campus pastors are trained with the Holy Spirit's guidance
through the incubation process, the official training, and the sending, the opportunity for
continued growth and expansion of the kingdom of God through this form ofministry is
substantial.
The authors reviewed in this chapter demonstrate that the training and sending of
laypersons to lead a multi-site campus is a developing area of study. Components of the
varied methods can be combined to fit particular training and sending strategies.
However, the hypothesis of this project was that a core set of guidelines could be
identified as a foundational component necessary for the identifying, training, and
sending of laypersons within any particular multi-site ministry.
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In light of the findings in this literature review, the question yet remains if the
theories found in this study are likewise disco\ ered in practical application in actix e
multi-sites ministries around the United States today. Therefore, I conducted an
exploratory, qualitative, multi-case study with the hopes of developing a set of guidelines
to equip laypersons to lead a multi-site campus for Cornerstone United Methodist
Church.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
Problem and Purpose
The role of the campus pastor is critical to the \ itality of a healthy multi-site
ministry. Furthermore, the research presented in Chapter 2 reveals that campus pastors
who are identified and trained from within the sending church have a greater potential for
increased vision transfer to the site from the sending church. Since being convinced of
these findings. Cornerstone United Methodist Church began the process of identifying the
most effectix e ways to prepare a layperson to lead a multi-site campus. Subsequently, the
purpose of this research was to develop a process in order to help identify, equip, and
send individuals from within the congregation to become pastors at multi-site campuses.
Research Questions
The following research questions guided the scope of this dissertation. Each was
designed to progress systematically through the purpose statement of this research and
was utilized during the semi-structured interview (see Appendix C).
Research Question #1 (RQl)
What are the characteristics of an effective campus pastor among the participating
churches?
In order to identify a pattern of the necessary traits in a campus pastor, a series of
questions relating to RQl were developed. These questions additionally established a
foundational definition of a common understanding of the meaning of an effective
campus pastor.
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Research Question #2 (RQ2)
What is an effecti\ e process for training a lay campus pastor ?
In order to identify the best practices for trammg a layperson to lead a multi-site
campus, the questions pertaining to R02 were asked during the semi-structured
mterview . In addition, the training documents provided by the participating churches
offered substantial information for a better understanding of the RQ2 answers.
Research Question #3 (RQ3)
What are the necessary criteria to help guide a lay campus pastor through the
launching process?
This question concerned the issue of sustainability. Answers that related to RQ3
tracked the best practices for helping the campus pastor to launch and lead effectively for
long-term success of the multi-site ministry.
Population and Participants
The participants were purposively chosen according to recommendations from the
expert reviewers. Four churches participated in this research. Each is located within the
Midwestern United States, has an average attendance of five hundred or more, and has
had a growing multi-site ministry for five or more years. The four churches studied
utilized the teaching-team model on their campuses and, therefore, trained their campus
pastors not only as leaders but also as primary teachers within the campuses.
In order to identify the churches that meet the criteria necessary for this research,
three multi-site experts were consulted: Warren Bird, director of Research for Leadership
Network; Jim Tomberlin, creator ofmultisitesolutions.com; and, Geoff Surratt, coauthor
of The Multi-Site Church Revolution and A Multi-Site Church Roadtrip. Each was asked
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to identify, in rank order, the top five churches that train their laity to become pastors and
primary teachers of one of their multi-site campuses. I compared the suggestions
presented and selected the churches according to those who met the aforementioned
criteria.
Design of the Study
The study centered on four strategically chosen churches. 1 conducted the research
through a qualitative, multi-case study using semi -structured interviews and participant-
observer methods. Extensive researcher field notes provided ample documentation for the
necessary analysis to occur. Documents collected from the participants further helped to
triangulate the data acquired in the interview.
Instrumentation
The instruments utilized in this study were semi-structured interviews and
participant observation. According to Patton, in qualitative research the researcher is of
primary importance (14); therefore, field notes helped throughout the visit to each site. In
addition, the semi-structured interview approach utilized three instruments. The
instruments are identified as the CP traits interview, which tested for the traits needed in a
campus pastor, the CP training interview, which tested for the training method utilized by
the church, and the CP readiness interview, which tested for the CP's preparedness to
lead a multi-site ministry.
Reliability and Validity
While validity in quantitative examination depends on careful and reliable
instrumentation, in qualitative research, "the credibility hinges to a great extent on the
skill, competence, and rigor of the person doing the fieldwork" (Patton 14). While risks
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are involved in this form of research, Egon G. Guba and Yvonna S. Lincoln state that the
risk is "more than offset by the flexibility, insight, and ability to build on tacit knowledge
that is the peculiar province of the human instrument" (113). In order to enhance these
benefits offered by Guba and Lincoln, the research was strengthened, and researcher bias
reduced through data triangulation.
The multiple tools utilized in data triangulation helped produce more reliable
results. Semi-structured interviews enabled the respondents to provide the primary
information while allowing me the freedom to offer follow-up questions to clarify
answers and/or to discover more in-depth responses. Participant observation and the
gathering of primary documents better equipped me to triangulate the overall data
through comparing and contrasting them with the interviews in order to strengthen the
reliability of the findings.
Each of the semi-structured interviews occurred under consistent procedures. In
order to help focus the interview, it was timed and did not exceed forty-five minutes in
length. To enhance reliability, I interviewed senior pastors and campus pastors at separate
times to allow the campus pastor to be forthright with his or her answers. All of the
questions presented in Appendix C guided the interviews to allow for consistency in data
collection. An audio recording of the interviews occurred in order to assure accuracy of
the transcriptions. When necessary, additional questions helped for the purposes of
clarification or to probe deeper into an answer given.
The review committee at the proposal hearing offered the validity for this study.
Through the process of review, discussion, and suggested changes recommended by the
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committee, a successful completion of the revisions validated the reliability of the
research instruments and overall methodology of the project.
Data Collection
The data for the research occurred over a period of one month. Once the sites
were selected for study, I contacted each church through an e-mail (see Appendix A),
inviting their leadership teams to participate in this research project and a follow-up
mailed consent form (see Appendix B). Each week, an on-site visit occurred in order to
gather the necessary data. The project collected data through extensive field notes, semi-
structured interviews, and documents offered by the participants.
The semi-structured interviews occurred at all four sites. An audio recording of
each interview helped to produce an accurate manuscript for the necessary analysis to
occur. The church administrators provided any documentation pertaining to the purpose
of this research. I accepted sources such as minutes ofmeefings, training manuals,
evaluation forms, evaluation reports, campus pastor journals, and congregational and
leadership surveys for analysis. In addition, I took pictures and videos of the sending
church, the mulfi-site campuses, and the leadership teams. The field notes gathered in the
journal yielded additional sources of information for the comparative analysis to occur.
The overall congruency between the interviews and observations and the interpersonal
dynamics between the campus pastor and the sending church leaders were of particular
importance.
Data Analysis
Throughout the project, multiple forms of analysis yielded the necessary data.
After writing the semi-structured interviews into manuscript form, I categorized each into
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three groups: CP traits inter\ iew, CP training interview, and the CP readiness interview.
While the ultimate goal was to understand the totality of how each church identified,
trained, and sent the campus pastor, I first analyzed each category autonomously.
After reading each of the interview manuscripts multiple times, 1 identified the
repetition of key words, phrases, and concepts. Additional data emerged as the color-
coded themes produced patterns. I categorized the newly discovered themes into rank
order and placed exceptions and variations at the end of the lists for further investigation.
To limit researcher bias, an independent reader also read the manuscripts to compare and
contrast the patterns and themes with my findings.
Following the development of patterns and themes from the semi -structured
interviews analysis, a comparison and contrast occurred with the participant-observer
field notes and all of the documentation. I examined the patterns from all three forms of
data as a whole to determine the similarities and differences.
Ethical Procedures
Anonymity occurred throughout the entirety of this research. The study ensued
with the consent of the participants before the start of the semi-structured interviews (see
Appendix B). The names of the individuals and churches were not used at any point in
this project. The churches were identified by stating their basic demographics and the
population of their ministry context without specifying the cities in which they are
located.
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CHAPTER 4
FINDINGS
Problem and Purpose
As Cornerstone United Methodist Church embarks on the challenge of a multi-
site ministry, a unified and consistent \ ision throughout each of the campuses remains
essential. With each subsequent site added, this task becomes a more daunting. Therefore,
the leadership is convinced that finding leaders from within the congregation will
increase the potential for reproducing similar mission and vision in all locations. In order
to accomplish this goal, finding people who are equipped to carry the vision in a
consistent and obvious manner is critically important. The purpose of this research was to
develop a reproducible process in order to help identify, equip, and send laypersons from
within the church to become a campus pastor of a multi-site church.
Participants
The study involved four churches throughout Michigan, Illinois, and Missouri.
They belong to different denominations�United Methodist, Christian, and
nondenominational, and they have various forms of governance and operations. The
cities and/or township populations of the sending churches ranged from 1 1,600 to
142,100 people, while the average population in the multi-site locations had a greater
variation of 3,400 to 162,400. The distance between the multi-sites and the sending
campuses were between an average of 1 1 to 55 miles. Church A, however, has since
planted a church in Orlando, Florida, which is a distance of nearly 1,200 miles. The
results from that campus are not included in this study. Table 4. 1 displays the
demographic details of each church and their multi-site locations.
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Table 4.1. City/Township Demographics of the Churches Studied
Research Title Sending
Site
Population
.Mean Distance
between Campuses
Mean Population at
Campuses
Church A 82,300 27 miles 54.000
Church B 142.100 16 miles 162,400
Church C 41,800 55 miles 3,400
Church D 11,600 1 1 miles 8,400
The local church profiles display a variation in worship attendance from 800 to
4,500 among the sending sites and an average attendance of 250 to 1,800 among the
multi-site campuses. The churches varied between two multi-site locations and eleven
locations. Table 4.2 exhibits each church profile.
Table 4.2. Church Profiles
Research Title Sending Site Worship
Attendance
Number of Campuses
Mean Worship
Attendance at
Campuses
Church A 4,500 4 1,800
Church B 2,100 11 350
Church C 800 3 300
Church D 900 1 250
In each of these churches, I was able to interview the senior pastor, one or two of
the campus pastors, and in three of the four interviews, the executive pastor. Church D
did not have an executive pastor. None of the people interviewed were female, and all
were between the ages of 30 and 60. All had been on staff for at least five years and were
intimately involved in the multi-site ministry of the church.
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Research Question #1
What are the characteristics of an effective campus pastor among the participating
churches?
All four of the churches identified five similar characteristics needed by a
potential campus pastor. The first one mentioned in each interview was the importance of
the CP aligning with the sending church's vision. One pastor elaborated by stating that
the person must be comfortable in the second chair of leadership. Another senior pastor
used the word submitted.
They also reported that these type ofministries must be able to develop other
leaders; two interviews offered that this trait is easily identified prior to their being
selected as a campus pastor. Another identifiable trait is that of communication skill. The
campus pastor will be the primary teacher at the campus; therefore, a teaching gift or
speaking skill must be developed. Additionally, each church identified the need for the
person to have a teachable spirit. Other interviews used similar phrases, such as "open to
criticism" and "a willingness to receive feedback and change accordingly."
A fifth common characteristic mentioned was that of being a vision caster and
leader. One church said that it requires the potential campus pastor to lead a membership
class at the sending site before being selected. This opportunity gives the church leaders
the chance to observe if the candidate speaks the common vision of the church.
Three of the four churches shared the common importance of the campus pastor
being intelligent and well educated. They also identified an entrepreneurial nature as a
key characteristic. One person elaborated by saying that an out-of-the-box, creative
pastor is always a benefit for a multi-site ministry. Another common characteristic is that
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of the person being self-aware. A senior pastor described this trait in greater detail by
saying that the campus pastor needs a high emotional intelligence. He acknowledged the
many challenges that come with that ministry role; thus, they are looking for leaders who
can understand their own emotions and channel them properly.
Two of the four churches mentioned the necessity of the campus pastor ha\ ing a
high relational intelligence and social skills. Healthy boundaries were mentioned and
elaborated on with the phrase, "the ability to say no." They also mentioned that the
campus pastor must have a strong Bible knowledge and be authentic and humble. Table
4.3 displays the frequency of characteristics offered by the churches.
Table 4.3. Repetitive CP Characteristics Mentioned in Interview
4 of 4 Churches Reported 3 of 4 Churches Reported 2 of 4 Churches Reported
Aligns with church vision
Clear communicator
De\elops leaders
Teachable spirit
Vision caster
Intelligent
Entrepreneurial
Self-aware
Has relational intelligence
Has healthy boundaries
Has Bible knowledge
Humble
Authentic
Additionally, each of the churches added original aspects noteworthy to this
research question. Church A mentioned the significance of the pastor being able to
articulate his or her own spiritual giftedness clearly and the identification of the counter-
gifts necessary in other leaders in order to bring a wholeness to the ministry. Church B
identified the usefulness of the DISC personality profile test and made it a mandatory
element for every potential campus pastor. They match the pastor's profile to a campus
based on the current vision for that site. For example, this church has observed that
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Hispanic communities are better served by pastors with high S (Steadiness) and C
(Compliance), while Caucasian communities are better cared for by pastors w ith high D
(Dominance) and 1 (Influence). They offered the example of needing a potential bilingual
pastor in the future.
Church C offered three unique comments. First, the person must be able to
minister to middle and high school students. If one is able to keep the attention of the
youth, they believe that the person is more likely to be able to minister to any generation.
Second, the campus pastor must be recommended by people outside of the church and
Christian community. A campus pastor must be relevant and able to interact with the
culture. Third, the person must have the flexibility in their current schedule in order to
receive adequate training and preparation for the launch season. Church D noted the
importance of the campus pastor having Christlike conduct and integrity.
Research Question #2
What is an effective process for training a lay campus pastor?
Data from the interviews, field notes, and church documentation, revealed three
consistent patterns for effectively training the lay campus pastor. First, each church
presented a nine-to-twelve-month incubation period to train the campus pastor. In each
case, the churches have a mentor or coach from within the leadership staff for the
purposes of evaluation and constant reflection and feedback. During that time, Church A
expects the campus pastor to join all leadership teams, such as the executive and vision
teams, and to teach various classes for the purposes of practicum and evaluation in action.
Church B believes that "church DNA is caught, not taught." They stated that through
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getting involved with the church at all levels the person can be immersed in church
vision.
Church C asks the person in training to shadow all major departments for one
month each. They are invited to ask many questions and offer feedback to the staff This
time of observation offers a two-pronged benefit: One, it benefits the campus pastor as it
exposes him or her to various aspects ofministry, and two, it allows the staff to receive
fresh feedback and, therefore, subsequently sharpens the sending church's ministry
teams. Similarly, Church D uses the incubation period for "on the job training," but they
additionally expect the pastor in training to be reading the latest church leadership books
and writing reports that benefit the staff.
Second, each church has training for the teaching aspect of the multi-site ministry.
Two of the four solely relied on grafting the person into the weekend preaching rotation
to help gain experience while also exposing the congregation to the emerging leader.
Church B adds Wednesday night teachings and a more intensive system. The trainee
receives instant feedback from the mentor, and is expected to watch a playback and write
a self-evaluation. A 360-degree feedback is also implemented occasionally in which
superiors, peers, and subordinates each write words of encouragement and areas of
needed growth. Church C adds a training school for their laity co-led by the campus
pastor in training. It is two semesters in length. The first focuses on church doctrine and
discipleship and the second focuses on skills, team building, and apprenticeship. The
church's philosophy is that anyone can fill any role in ministry when trained. Therefore,
they ask each campus pastor to fill areas of need in the church during their incubation
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period regardless of their gifts and abilities. The rationale is that when one is out of a
comfort zone, one relies on the Spirit" s power more readily.
Third, while varied in the approach, each of the four churches requires some form
of external training for their campus pastor. Various ministries such as Stadia, Emerging
Leaders Institute (ELI), New Thing Network, Ministry Development Institute, and Boot
Camp w ith Jim Griffith are currently utilized. In addition. Church D is a United
Methodist Church; therefore, their governance requires a local pastor licensing as well.
Since this process can take between four and seven years, this license is not required prior
to the CP leading the new campus.
Research Question #3
What are the necessary criteria to help guide a lay campus pastor through the
launching process?
Similar to the findings in research questions one and two, each of the churches
had paralleled benchmark goals identified as mandatory prior to and following a multi-
site launch. Top on the list for each of the churches was that a location has to be clearly
identified, even if it is intended to be a missional church without a building. Initially, they
proposed that geographical parameters need to be established. In addition, the campus
pastor needs an affinity with the location. While some used words such as "calling" or
"passion," the focus is clear: The campus pastor must have a love for the people of the
target area.
A second clear benchmark stated by the churches was that the lines of authority
must be clearly marked. One leader said, "The campus pastor must lead horizontally but
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follow vertically." In order to maintain a unified vision, the churches reported that the
lines of authority and leadership should be established before launch can occur.
Three of the four churches conv eyed the necessity of establishing a small group
ministry prior to launch. One leader clarified this rationale by stating that Jesus sent
people out two by two. Another pastor stated that when a church is being birthed,
networking with the community is critical. Small group ministry gives everyone
confidence and accountability to go beyond themselves and connect with the community.
Two of the churches studied require that the campus pastor live in the community
prior to launch. This time of residence may bring awareness to any potential struggles or
problems in the community. Additionally, the pastor's community presence allows for a
head start in the needed connections.
Following the launch, each of the churches reported the need for continued
communication. Communication between the sending church and the campuses is vital
for success. A weekly meeting is expected with the mentor, coach, or designated leader.
Three of the four churches required the campus pastors from their multi-sites to meet
together on a regular basis. The purpose of these meetings is to encourage each other,
share resources, and give counsel and guidance where needed. Church B requires the CP
and leaders to watch leadership lessons online from the senior pastor each month. Since
the campus pastors are the primary teachers on-site, this training is one of the few ways
the churches stay connected to a common leader and vision.
Since each of the churches have a teaching-team approach to sermon writing and
delivery, the interviews revealed that continued accountability to the teachings is of
utmost importance. All four churches reported having a preaching rotation for the
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purpose of staying connected. Churches A and B reported that each of the campus pastors
preach at the sendmg campus once a year, while C and D have a more frequent schedule,
around three to si.x times, with the senior pastor \ isiting just as frequently in all four
cases. Several times throughout the year, the campus pastors are to review their preaching
with their mentor or senior leadership director. Since the content is similar throughout the
campuses, the primary focus for review is the sermon delivery.
Churches A, C, and D reported an expectation of the campus pastor moving the
multi-site toward being financially self-sustaining by thirty-six months. Due to the fact
that Church B desires to have two hundred multi-site churches in the next ten years, it is
encouraging an eighteen-month self-sustaining plan with its own reproduction model in
mind.
While the benchmarks are written and defined by the sending church, the data
revealed in various forms that the campus pastor must be in full agreement with the
method before the launch can occur. Church B offered the following process. They have
written a Campus Pastor Field Guide as a reference for expected goals at each stage of
the launch. The campus pastor is expected to write out a vision/mission statement and a
plan for evangelism, discipleship, pastoral care, and outreach. When these align with the
senior leadership team's vision, then the campus pastor is ready.
Summary ofMajor Findings
Based on the interviews and observations in each of the four study churches, the
major findings relating to idenfifying, training, and sending of a layperson as the campus
pastor are as follows:
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1 . The primary campus pastor characteristic identified by each church was that the
person would align with the church's vision and be willing to submit his or her personal
vision for the greater ministry as a whole.
2. Traits such as character, Christ-likeness, and integrity were only mentioned as a
desired characteristic by one of the four churches. This statement is not implying that the
other three did not believe these to be important traits. However, their silence is worthy
of further exploration.
3. Each of the churches counted on outside sources for further training of the
campus pastor. While each ministry celebrated its own internal programs, each was more
than willing to admit the need for formalized training from external ministries from
around the country.
4. All of the study churches identified the importance of spending significant
amounts of time with the campus pastor in training. During the nine to twelve month
incubation period, each CP was given significant responsibility to be evaluated in a
variety of situations and given many opportunities for reflection and feedback.
5. Prior to and during the multi-site launch phase, clear lines of authority,
accountability, and expectations were defined and agreed upon between the campus
pastors and the leadership in the sending church.
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CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION
Major Findings
This study was conducted with the purpose of ascertaining the best practices for
identifying, training, and sending laypersons to become campus pastors of multi-site
churches. The research included interviews, observations, and comparison of
documentation provided by the case study churches. Throughout this process, five key
findings surfaced for further discussion.
CP Primary Characteristic�Align with the Sending Church's \ ision
The primary campus pastor characteristic identified by each church was that the
person must be aligned with the church's vision and be willing to submit his or her
personal vision for the greater ministry as a whole. Each of the churches admitted that
when a multi-site struggled and/or failed, vision alignment often surfaced as the primary
cause during autopsy.
Each of the four ministries has a rigorous CP selection process and understands
the potential of the campus pastor's role for either unifying the ministry or sabotaging the
flow of vision. Therefore, their focus is clear�select a leader who agrees to comply with
the church's vision from the beginning. Warren Bird emphasizes a similar position from
his research:
The most common advice from seasoned leader-making churches is to
raise the leaders you need from within your congregation. One of the key
components to building a church that meets in more than one location is
the ability to replicate the vision, the core values, and the heart of the
church (its DNA). Passing on the heart of a ministry to someone who has
not been a part of forming that heart and has not experienced the blood,
sweat, and tears of building that ministry is a very difficult process. The
challenge comes when an outside leader who lacks the basic DNA of a
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church then leads a campus of that church: misunderstandings, conflict,
and resentment often arise. (Surratt, Ligon, and Bird, Revolution 145-46)
Church B offered a solution to this tension by giving potential campus pastors the option
of joining the vision and launching a multi-site campus or starting an autonomous church
plant if they had a varied vision from the sending church.
The importance of a campus pastor's submitted vision presented itself further
through the interv iew s. Two of the four churches studied are located in demographically
diverse cities. Church B's sending church is established in a predominantly upper
middleclass Caucasian community, while one of their eleven multi-sites is positioned in a
poor Hispanic region. The Spanish-speaking campus pastor does ministry in a completely
different context from his colleagues; however, for that ministry to gain the resource
benefits of being a part of a multi-site community, he must live in the tension of
submitting to the non-culturally specific vision. The executive pastor offered the solution
to this tension. He revealed that once they discovered that the campus pastor completely
submitted to the ministry's vision, the CP became fully entrusted to contextualize the
vision for that particular campus.
This pattern aligns with James C. Collins' words, "Instead of leaders choosing an
either/or mentality, they must embrace the 'Genius of the And'�the paradoxical view
that allows them to pursue both A and B choices at the same time" (Collins and Porras
44-45). As communities continue to evolve by losing their homogeneity, the need for
new churches to become just as diverse is critical. Therefore, if multi-sites are to benefit
from being a part of a larger church community in order to share resources, a flexibility
will be needed among the sending churches to allow for proper contextualization. This
concept further aligns with the Apostle Paul's missional philosophy of "becoming all
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things to all people so that by all possible means 1 might sa\ e some" ( 1 Cor. 9:22b). As
campus pastors submit to the greater \ ision, a continued contextual evolution must occur
among the leaders in order to be the most effective in each particular setting.
Character and Integrity Not Mentioned as a CP Trait in Three of the Four
Churches
During the interviews and on-site visits, traits such as character, Christ-likeness,
and integrity w ere not discussed as a desired CP characteristic by three of the four
churches. This statement is not to imply that these churches did not beliex e these to be
important characteristics. They may have even been assumed as primary; however, their
lack of discussion on these matters is worth further analysis.
In reflection upon the Five C criteria discussed in Chapter 2, the need for
character and integrity was abundant in the books and articles on leadership. Wayne
Cordeiro. senior pastor of a multi-site ministry in Honolulu. Haw aii, summarizes the
findings perfectly: "We teach what we know, but we reproduce who we are" (Stetzer and
Bird 203). The context of this quote regarded the selection of leaders with the right kind
of credentials, namely being followers of Jesus Christ with character and integrity.
Additionally, Paul begins his first letter to Timothy by stating that the requirement
needed in the role of elder is, above all else, living a life "above reproach" (1 Tim. 3:2).
He then lists four other character traits (faithful to his wife, temperate, self-controlled,
respectable) before even mentioning the pastoral skills of hospitality or teaching ability (1
Tim. 3:2). Paul had character on the forefront of his mind ahead of any pastoral trait. The
fact that three-quarters of the churches studied in this postmodern era did not elevate this
similar pattern is disconcerting.
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Pue cautions those who are in charge of overseeing: "Leaders ne\ er confess the
sin that is at the core of their problem but rather they confess something that is an attempt
to draw themselves close to you without revealing and exposing their innermost sins"
(45). He further shares a list of signs to look for to determine potential hidden character
defects: "reliance on own gifts, perfectionism, lack of conflict resolution skills, lack of
being held accountable, need for recognition, need to control, and lack of trust" (5 1 ). If
character and integrity are simply assumed in multi-site ministry preparation, Pue's
words must be heeded v\ hen looking for potential warning signs that they are lacking.
Andy Stanley, pastor of a large multi-site ministry, elaborates further: "Leaders
committed to maintaining their character will often say no to what many would perceive
to be the opportunity of a lifetime. The willingness to say no is what sets the leader with
character apart from the pack" (134). Additionally, the research conducted by Judith
Corbett Carter on ninety-three pastors indicated that leadership style and likeability had a
limited capability of predicting leadership effectiveness, while character of the pastor had
the higher correlation to the effectiveness to lead others (269). The identification of
character in a leader is of utmost importance.
The silence of the churches in this research project on the issue of Christ-likeness
and moral character are not as much an indicator of a misstep on their part but, likely, a
misstep on the church growth movement as a whole. It appears that overlooking the
basics of faith can happen with the abundance of emphasis on leadership paradigms,
metrics, and growth strategies. John W. Drane, critic of the multi-site movement, argues,
"We seem to have ended up with a secular Church in the midst of a spiritual society"
(54). This may have happened because of the constant barrage of information that
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continues to distract the faithful church away from the simphcity of Paul's resolv e and
focus for ministry: 'To know nothing except for Jesus Christ and him crucified" ( 1 Cor.
2:2). With new theories and growth models being produced and launched daily, it w ill
likely remain a constant struggle for the twenty first century church.
Reliance upon Outside Sources for Additional Training for CP
While each ministry celebrated their own internal programs, they were more than
willing to admit the need for formalized training from external ministries from around the
country. In the case of the United Methodist Church studied, the campus pastors are
expected to attend a local seminary and/or course of study program for the purpose of
receiving their local pastor's license or elder's orders within the denomination. Other
programs mentioned in the interviews or documentation were New Thing Network,
Church Planting Network, Boot Camp, Omega Course Training for Church planters, or
some equivalent education.
In addition to the aforementioned programs, each of the churches in this study
mentioned and/or had literature for recommended seminaries to train the campus pastor
while in ministry. While this discovery may seem a challenging expectation for
laypersons, the finding is consistent with Carson Pue's recent research on seminaries
which accommodate for this new breed of seminarians. He found that over the past
decade, seminaries and colleges responsible for the equipping and developing of pastoral
leaders in this information age are willing to adapt to a less traditional approach in order
to educate students in new ways "even if it means that classes are smaller and revenue
decreases" (Pue 33). Kathryn Mapes of Louisville Presbyterian Seminary adds to this
discussion by addressing the difficulty in theologically training the post-modem
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generation: "'Studies show that contemporary theology students ha\ e changed
dramatically and pose unique pedagogical challenges for our seminaries in the twenty-
first century" (135). The seminaries that address these challenges will likely be the ones
that catch the attention of the church planters of tomorrow.
Some of these complexities of external training can be addressed through the local
church first creating a culture that challenges all of the laypeople to find their giftedness
and calling prior to starting a multi-site ministry. Millard J. Erickson states, "Churches
should repeatedly encourage their members to discover and work out their spiritual gifts
in the life of the church" (891). Churches that fail to help people discover their giftedness
will cease to be vital, especially in cases such as multi-site ministry. Each of the study
churches has identified themselves as creafing a culture of all the laypeople finding their
giftedness and unique ministry. Therefore, when any given layperson gets the call to lead
a multi-site campus, they have potentially already had years of on-the-job training and
have been able to work out their theology within ministry to prepare them for the
potential seminary/external training ahead.
Incubation Period V ital for CP during Training
Each of the study churches idenfified the importance of spending a significant
amount of time with their campus pastor during training. They each communicated the
critical importance ofmaximizing the nine to twelve month incubation period. The CP is
to be evaluated and observed in multiple leadership roles during this time in order to
identify blind spots and to enhance strengths. Each church agreed that the campus pastor
in training is welcome to attend any meefing in order to understand all aspects of the
ministry. As a leader at Church D described it, "We give the person the keys to the
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'kingdom' during the pre-launch phase." This clearly exposes the trainee to the heartbeat
of the church.
Within this incubation period. Church B has developed a paradigm worth
emulating. The CP is expected to preach at each of the multi-site locations at least one
time and to get instant feedback from that campus pastor. This evaluation not only
dramatically improves their preaching, but it bonds the campus pastor in training with the
other leaders at the other campuses. With eleven locations, the campus pastor in training
is able to observe a wide variety of dynamics.
Additionally, the CP is assigned a coach who evaluates him or her through the
7?elational, /'hysical. Mental/emotional, Spiritual model. The coach is typically one of the
other campus pastors. They meet once a week to work through all of the dynamics in
leading a multi-site campus. As the campus pastor in training gathers a core launch team
for the new location, they expect that the CP will keep a daily journal to be discussed
with the coach. Since this incubation period is fluid, through the steep learning curve, the
journal becomes a stabilizing resource for reflection and evaluation. Aristotle said:
Excellence is an art won by training and habituation. We do not act rightly
because we have virtue or excellence, but we rather have those because we have
acted rightly. We are what we repeatedly do. Excellence, then, is not an act but a
habit, (qtd. in Stetzer and Bird 87)
The weekly meetings with the coach and the daily journal entries create a pattern and a
habit that often support the campus pastor well beyond the incubation phase.
All of the churches reported this incubation period to be vital for the health of
both the CP and the multi-site. During this time the CP learns how to make tough
decisions and to work through the barrage of information. The literature review
confirmed this challenge. Friedman, Treadwell, and Beal dedicate an entire chapter in
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their book to the saturation of information being a major component causmg leaders to
fail to make proper decisions. They call it the "fallacy of expertise" (Friedman, 95).
Because of the abundance of knowledge offered to leaders today, they state that leaders
are overwhelmed and often confused because of the contradictory results they discover
through extensive study (98). The incubation period allows each CP appropriate time and
space to make proper analysis of the extensive data and leam how to collaborate with
ministry team leaders to glean the benefits from the multi-site model fully.
Clearly Defined Expectations between the Sending Church and CP
Pnor to, during, and after the multi-site launch, clear lines of authority,
accountability, and expectations are defined and agreed upon by the campus pastor and
the leadership in the sending church. Each of the study churches emphasized the
importance of lines of demarcation and expectation prior to the launch weekend. While
each of the study churches had variations in expectation, four commonalities are
necessary for reflection: campus constants, benchmarks, community presence strategy,
and campus pastor self-care plan.
Campus constants. This expectation is a process of creating the agreed upon
norms between the campuses. It allows the campus pastor to know exactly what is
expected of him or her. Stetzer asks a question that illustrates this concept perfectly: "If
the new campus uses the preaching themes, children's ministry curriculum, and other
resources of the sending campus, then will it be restricted in adapting to the distinctive
qualities of the campus's neighborhood?" (Stetzer and Bird 131). This draws the lines of
expectation for the campus pastor so they are agreed upon before the new campus is
launched and emotion is involved. All issues such as mission, finance, leadership team
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structure, marketing strategy, and teachmg rotation are all agreed upon at this stage to
allow the campus pastor to have a clearly defmed job description.
Establish benchmarks. Three of the four churches developed a timeline of thirty-
six months to attain self-sustaining status that was generically applied to all campuses
prior to launch. The other study church used an eighteen-month model due to their years
of success. The timeline is discussed and adjusted by the campus pastor and the sending
church leadership based on variations in location. Benchmarks can include preview
serv'ice and marketing blitz dates, the establishment of prayer teams and leadership teams,
transition of volunteers from sending campus to local volunteers, and expected
attendance numbers. A leader at one of the study churches summarized this process best:
"The purpose of the benchmarks is not to lock the Lord into a timeline, but it is to help us
keep proper perspective. They are designed to help us keep focused on the target in the
midst of varied distractions." This unwavering alignment keeps the new site moving in
the right direction.
Develop a community presence strategy. Each community has its own
distinctiveness and challenges; therefore, the one-size-fits-all strategy will not work in
most situations. Dan Scates, executive pastor over a multi-site ministry says, "We want
the campus pastor to get a burden for a particular community and to begin living there for
six months prior to launch" (qtd. in McConnell 108). That strategy allows the CP to meet
people, build relationships, and understand the cultural context. Frost argues for the
church's return to this incamational approach:
Part of the problem is that so many of our models for evangelism are
itinerant evangelists and pastors. These people rarely tell stories about
being deeply incamated into a neighborhood or host community. Rather,
their examples are all about "evangelizing" strangers on airplanes. They
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tell us about how they managed to fashion just the right line at the perfect
time that broke their subject open and allowed them to present Christ to
them. They make these presentations to people they w ill never see again
and for whom they feel no sense of ongoing responsibility. It is the
equivalent of fast-food evangelism, and it's not the way it was meant to
be. (45)
Clearly before any launch, it remains critical that the campus pastor develop a plan for
connecting w ith the target community.
Prepare a campus pastor self-care plan. During the incubation period, the
campus pastor in training was likely meeting with a coach, mentor, or sending site leader.
The campus pastor continues this pattern post-launch. In two of the four study churches,
an official coaching relationship was maintained. The challenge is that if it occurred with
another campus pastor, this connection must transition into a healthy colleague
relationship. W.B. Johnson and Charles R. Ridley agree with this concept as they identify
the importance of embracing the natural mutuality that can occur within this type of
interactive relationship (34).
Additionally, the campus pastor must be held accountable to spending time in
devotions on a daily basis. Jesus' pattern ofmeeting with God early each morning may be
a good model (Mark 1 :35). As they care for their spirimal health, they should also be
emotionally self-aware. Daniel Goleman describes a leader with this standard of
emotional health:
Aware of their moods as they are having them, these people understandably have
some sophistication about their emotional lives. When they get in a bad mood,
they don't ruminate and obsess about it, and are able to get out of it sooner. In
short, their mindfulness helps them manage their emotions. (48)
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A healthy campus pastor creates the best environment for a healthy multi-site.
Throughout the launch process, these lines of expectation are vital in order for the
campus pastor and multi-site to flourish.
Implications of the Findings
The first implication of this study is that more evidence now exists supporting the
importance of identifying a campus pastor who is completely surrendered to the church's
unique vision. This idea is the core rationale in each of the four study churches as to why
they only send CPs from within their congregation. It appears that for a campus pastor to
be hired from outside the congregation is to risk empowering a leader with a contrary
vision. The success of their similar models and the additional evidence in the literature
review combine to offer a strong case for the benefit of identifying a CP from within the
congregation.
Second, the incubafion period is critical to the success of a mulfi-site ministry.
Each of the study churches emphasized that ideas, plans, and expectations need time to
develop and take root in order to launch a healthy mulfi-site. For example, while Church
B has a radical goal of launching two hundred multi-sites in the future, they agreed that to
shorten the incubation process is to interfere with a model that has proven its
effecfiveness. Consequently, to reach their goal, they are expecting their multi-sites to
launch additional campuses in order not to disrupt the nine to twelve month incubation
period.
The study churches have each created a church culture that allows the
congregation to witness the birth and maturation of a layperson being called and
equipped to pastor a campus. While the literature review indicated the need for
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laypersons to respond to the call to ministry, the church leadership will need to continue
to provide the environment. Through this model, all members grow when given the
proper space for questions to be asked, evaluation and feedback to occur, and various
levels of training offered. Churches desiring to start a multi-site ministry would be wise
to start an incubation-type environment within their church long before the launching of
their first campus.
Third, the research highlighted the importance of defining launch boundaries and
expectations in each of the four smdy churches. A strong correlation can be found
between the multi-site successes and clearly defined roles for the campus pastor and
goals for the campus itself Church C provided an excellent example. It failed in its first
attempt to launch a multi-site. While the autopsy of the site revealed a CP who was not in
alignment with their vision, the greater self-proclaimed fail was in the lack of
benchmarks and expectations along the way. The church believed it could have made
many mid-course corrections during the launch phase had it defined clearer expectations
at each stage.
In assessment of these three implications, a process for identifying, training, and
sending a layperson as a CP over a multi-site campus can be established through their
merger. As the church creates a culture of inviting laypersons from within the
congregation to consider expanding the ministry through a multi-site church launch, some
will respond to the call. The incubation period should be established as a time for sifting
those who are not ready and training those who are. As the potential CP is coached, given
added responsibilities, and begins to attract others who will join the launch team, a site
location can be found and a date can be set through prayer and discernment. Prior to
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launch, campus constants, benchmarks, a community presence strategy, and a self-care
plan should be agreed upon among all lead parties. This process will keep the campus
pastor connected to the sending church leadership for accountability through all phases of
the launch, resulting in the greatest opportunity for success.
Limitations of the Study
This study was able to research the practices of four churches that identify, train,
and send laypersons from within the congregation to plant multi-site campuses. Due to
the broad aspects of leadership and pastoral development, not everything could be
considered in fiill; therefore, limitations to this study existed. This research focused on
general principles and practices and various aspects were not considered due to a variety
of constraints.
A great effort was taken to diminish researcher bias. Nevertheless, a qualitative
exploratory research project cannot entirely eliminate partiality. Additionally, the study
of only four ministries within the Midwest substantially limits the ability to generalize the
findings. For the purposes of this research in helping the Cornerstone United Methodist
Church, the results are relevant.
While the interviews were a significant part of this project, inconsistency was
present between the leadership roles on the various interview teams. In three of the four
churches, the executive pastor was interviewed in addition to the senior pastor and
campus pastor, while in two of the interviews two campus pastors were added in the
interviewed team. Consequently, they were able to remind one another of aspects to the
ministry while the other two churches could not. Therefore, the group dynamics in the
interviews may have potentially skewed the findings.
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The doeumentation was also inconsistent. Though all four of the churches met the
interview criteria standard, each w ere in different phases concerning their print material.
For example, only one of the four could fully offer their incubation curriculum material
while the others are yet rewriting their plans with each subsequent multi-site campus. It is
clear that multi-site ministry in this current era is a work in progress.
Additionally, the quest in this research was to understand how the churches
trained their laity and what steps they took in the process. Further reflection has
uncov ered the need to understand why they pursued this approach to ministry. Some
assumptions and inferences occurred concerning motive, thus limiting further
epistemological gain in some instances.
Unexpected Observations
The first unexpected observation was that only two of the churches mentioned the
importance of Bible knowledge as an essential CP trait in the identification process. In
addition to the major finding regarding the lack of focus on Christ-likeness, character,
and integrity, I was surprised that the traits of Bible knowledge and/or having a solid
theological foundation were also not identifying traits in half of the churches studied.
Each of the study churches were quite proud of their internal program for equipping and
sending laypersons to launch a multi-site, so it seemed incongruent to not observe more
theological focus during in-house training.
Another related unexpected observation regarded how all four study churches
relied upon outside training material for CP church plant preparation. While each of the
four ministries is a leader in the multi-site movement, it was encouraging to observe their
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teachable spirits and willingness to admit the need to leam from others for a well-rounded
training program for their campus pastors.
Recommendations
As a result of the findings in this study, 1 recommend that any church that is
planning a multi-site ministry consider the model presented in this research. The
literature review and my additional research have confirmed the benefits of identifying,
training, and sending laypersons from within the local congregation to launch a multi-site
ministry as a campus pastor. The following are the critical steps needed in this process:
1 . The leadership needs to begin praying for discemment from the Lord whether
their particular local church is healthy enough to reproduce through a multi-site ministry.
If the answer is affirmative, they may then continue.
2. The multi-site vision should be presented to the congregation. It can then be
explained in detail what the model is and ask if anyone is being called by the Lord to be a
future campus pastor. The leadership should then continue to discem the timing of those
called by filtering them through the five-C model. Does the person have a calling,
character, competency, chemistry with the people, and commitment (i.e. willingness to be
bi-vocational until the mulfi-site is self-sustaining)?
3. As a campus pastor is selected, the leaders can invite the person to begin
praying through the region in search for a location. It must be a place with which the
person has an affinity, and to which the person is willing to move, in order to join the
community.
4. The campus pastor begins the incubation process with the leadership of the
church. He or she is invited to any and all meetings necessary in order to understand the
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workings of the sending church better. The campus pastor begins meeting with a coach
from within the church and training from a local seminary and/or outside institution for
further pastoral, theological, and church-planting education. The person is also added to
the preaching rotation.
5. A launch date is set nine to twelve months from incubation start. The
congregation is invited to join a launch team to begin meeting with the campus pastor in
order to pray and strategize a launch plan.
6. Campus pastor establishes campus constants with the sending church
leadership. Benchmarks are set, a community outreach strategy is established, and a
pastoral self-care plan is agreed upon as the launch date approaches.
7. Congregation officially commissions the launch team in a public worship
service prior to launch week and/or preview services in the new location.
8. Accountability with the sending church is agreed upon and updated after
launch in order to keep a close connection with the campus pastor.
While I am convinced of the benefits of launching a campus with a layperson in
the teaching team model, there are situations in which other methods are more effective.
In order for each multi-site to be better able to contextualize, a vast array of options have
been developed by various ministries around the country. Many authors have contributed
to the conversation concerning the types ofmulfi-site models. The following is a current
list of options compiled by Surratt, Ligon, and Bird. Any and all of the following would
be worthy of future research:
Video- Venue Model�with this model, the church ufilizes video cast
sermons (live or previously recorded from the central campus). The mulfi-
site can offer disfinct worship style to fit the context of the community.
The role of the campus pastor in this model is that of host or facilitator.
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Teaching-Team Model� in this approach, the campus pastor assumes the
role of preacher/teacher in the large group gatherings. Oftentimes the
sermons are written together in a team brainstorming approach.
Regional-Campus Model�th\s system is often used in large cities and is
implemented when a congregation desires to replicate the experience of
the original campus in order to accommodate those who w ill not make the
long commute to the main campus. This model can use both video or live
teaching approach.
Cathedral/Take-Over Model~{\\\s approach is used when a struggling or
dying congregation offers the ministry to the larger central campus.
Partnership Model� model is implemented when two healthy
organizations agree to enter into a collaborative partnership. Some
examples include, prisons, fire stations, YMCA, local restaurants/bars,
community centers, hospitals, etc.
Low-Risk Model~Q\{\\Qr through the simplicity of the programming or
low financial investment, this system allows a congregation to experiment
with creative ideas in the attempt to reach further into its community.
{Multi-Site Church Revolution 30)
While different churches may vary the labels, these options are the predominant
approaches to modem multi-site ministry and should be considered in addition to the
model presented in this research.
Additionally, the multi-site model presented in this research has the potential to
be an effective, long-term, church-planting model. Just as children grow under the care of
their parents and leave the nest after a long period of care and guidance, multi-sites with
trained up laypersons allow for a similar nurture and release as the leader and campus
matures and develops. This model has great potential to produce healthy and growing
churches. Having said that, it is important to note that I do understand that "growth
comes from the Lord" (1 Cor. 3:6) and that no church model fits all situations.
Postscript
When this dissertation process began, in order to help our doctorate cohort to
identify our research topics, the question was asked, "What makes you angry about the
church'.^" That question initially caused me to laugh while thinking that more issues arose
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for me than could be studied. Howev er, through prayer, one issue began to stand out. 1
was tired ofwatching high capacity laypeople, with incredible leadership and business
skills, sit in the pew s week after w eek and never feel compelled to use their giftedness
outside of the secular marketplace.
As I began this research, 1 found my anger subside and birth into a great hope and
excitement at the possibilities that w ere ahead for Cornerstone UMC. At the time of this
postscript writing, we have identified our first campus pastor, Alex Fernandez, who is a
super\ isor over five hundred people in a global corporation. He currently w orks quarter-
time for Cornerstone and three-quarter time for the company. 0\ er the past year, he has
successfully completed the incubation period, and he and 1 worked with over 120 people
w ho created a launch team from within our congregation. In October 2013 they started
our first multi-site campus in downtown Grand Rapids, which is located fifteen miles
north of our sending location. The leadership teams and congregation are filled with an
excitement and an energy that is truly palpable. The campus constants are firm, the
campus leadership teams are very involved, the benchmarks are helping us stay focused,
the community presence strategy is bearing fruit, the campus pastor self-care plan is
protecting Alex, and the congregation is supportive through prayer, encouragement, and
financial backing.
For years, I have written countless research papers and have studied numerous
topics. 1 can honestly say that 1 have never been more satisfied with a project than with
what the Lord has been doing and will continue to do through this work. I serve in a
United Methodist denomination that is at a clear crossroads. It is closing many more
churches than it is opening, and I just learned through my district superintendent that
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sixty percent of the current clergy in the Grand Rapids District will be retiring over the
next five to seven years. This crisis will likely leave us with dozens of congregations
without a pastor. 1 pray that the model presented in this research will inspire local
congregations to identify, equip, and send laypersons to be future pastors within the
denomination, re-engaging w ith our lay-led Methodist roots from over two centuries ago.
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APPENDIX A
E-MAIL TO PARTICIPANTS
Date
Dear Pastor ABC,
Thank you for your initial interest in this research project. As spoken earlier on the
telephone, 1 am writing a dissertation for a Doctor of Ministry degree through Asbury
Theological Seminary in Wilmore, Kentucky. The research is being conducted through a
case study approach. 1 ha\ e identified four churches, yours included, that are identifying,
training and sending lay persons to become the campus pastor of a multi-site church.
For the purpose of this study, each of the local churches:
� Has a pipeline developed for identifying, training and sending laypersons
to become the campus pastor at a multi-site church.
� Has an average attendance of five hundred or more.
� Utilizes the teaching-team model for developing and preaching sermons
(i.e.. The campus pastor does live teaching).
� The church has had a growing multi-site ministry for at least five years.
Based on feedback through Web site research, expert recommendations, and/or initial
phone interviews, 1 have ascertained that your ministry fits the above criteria. 1 would be
grateful if you would allow me the opportunity to interview you and your staff for further
research.
Please be assured that the participant identities and their responses will be kept
completely confidential. I look forward to your response to this request. Feel free to
respond to me through e-mail or by phone with any questions.
Thank you for your consideration.
Pastor Ken Nash
Office: (616) 698-3170
E-mail: kerm(S)comerstonemi.org
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APPENDIX B
CONSENT FORM
I, , give my consent to be interviewed by Ken
Nash. I understand there is no risk to me and that all my responses will be kept
completely confidential. 1 have the right to withdraw from this study at any time. The
smdy is being conducted by Ken Nash, doctoral student at Asbury Theological Seminary.
The director of the Doctor ofMinistry Program at Asbury Seminary is Dr. Tom Tumblin.
He may be contacted by phone at 859-858-2050. I have read the above informafion and
agree to participate in the study.
Signature: Date:
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APPENDIX C
SEMI-STRUCTL RED INTERV IEW QUESTIONS
Research Question #1�What are the characteristics of an effective campus pastor?
1 . Why did you decide to identify and train laypersons to lead the campus instead
of hiring someone from outside your ministry?
2. What are the primary characteristics necessary in a person to lead a campus?
3. Have you documented the characteristics as a guideline for the selection
process?
4. How do you recognize if the potential campus pastor possesses the desired
characteristics?
5. Are any of the characteristics negotiable? For example, if the person lacks one
of them, can he or she be equipped in that particular area?
6. What are the resources you have studied to identify these characteristics?
7. How do you determine if a campus pastor is effective?
8. What are the characteristics or traits that are red flags of warning for you?
Research Question #2�What is an effective process for training a lay campus pastor?
1 . What is your process for training your potential campus pastors?
2. Do you have separate incubation and official training periods?
3. If yes for the previous question, can you describe the difference between the
two for your church?
4. Is the training done one-on-one or in a group manner?
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5. Do you have a systematic process that leads to a clear point of graduation from
the program?
6. If yes to question 5, did you develop your process from somewhere else?
7 Does the campus pastor in trainmg know the steps needed to graduate and/or to
be ready to be sent?
8. What IS the average length of time from the identification of the person to his
or her being sent to lead a multi-site?
Research Question #3�What are the necessary criteria to help guide a lay campus
pastor through the launching process?
1 . When do you know that a person is ready to lead a campus?
2. How do you continue to support the campus pastor once the site is launched?
3. How does the campus pastor remain connected to the sending church?
4. Do you have a mentoring relationship or a coworker relationship with the
campus pastor?
5. What are the words of caution you would offer to those who hope to train and
send their laypersons to fill the role of campus pastor?
6. What other pieces of information have we not covered in this interview that are
vital in the process of identifying, training, and sending a layperson to lead a campus?
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